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Repairs continue
at PIKE house

Public assails
landfill proposal

Brothers may move back in November
By Matthew Soucy
Staff Reporter

Meeting on possible
expansion grows ‘rowdy’
Michael Shepherd • Editor in Chief

By Beth Kevit
News Editor

Fred Lord of Orono addresses a panel made up of members of the Maine Department of Environmental
Protection, Casella Waste Systems Inc. and the State Planning Office at an Orono public meeting Monday
night to discuss Juniper Ridge Landfill’s request for an expansion that would more than triple its capacity.
Don Meagher (left) and Tom Doyle (right from Meagher) attended the meeting to represent Casella.

Police officers from Orono,
Old Town and Veazie were on
hand in the Black Bear Inn’s
parking lot after a turbulent
meeting in the Orono hotel’s
basement Monday night.
The gathering was termed a
“public benefit determination”
meeting for the Casella Waste
Systems Inc.-operated, stateowned Juniper Ridge Landfill’s
request to increase the amount
of waste it can accept. The landfill crosses the Old Town-Alton
town line and the expansion
would approximately triple its
size.
Juniper Ridge is permitted for
10 million cubic yards of material. The proposal would increase
that capacity to approximately
32 million cubic yards.
“There’s people from all
over the state here to tell you
we don’t want you here,” said
Jennifer Rose of Portland. “I’ve
only seen you people at the desk

[from Casella and state agencies] arguing on your own side.
Maybe you should come back
when you have friends.”
“We came through the parking lot at one point and people
in the parking lot expressed concern at how rowdy the crowd
was getting downstairs,” said
Orono police Sgt. Scott Wilcox.
Wilcox called for assistance
from Old Town and Veazie when
he heard the crowd was estimated at 200 people; however, their
presence was precautionary, and
the officers did not interfere with
the meeting.
While the meeting reached a
peaceful conclusion, the crowd
of 200 was aggressive in voicing dissent.
Ralph Coffman of Old Town
approached the podium wearing
a hand-drawn “Audit the Dump”
T-shirt. He proudly held the edges of his jacket apart to show it
to the audience before speaking

for his allotted four minutes —
and then some.
“My dream has been to have
a campground. We purchased
21 acres,” including waterfront
property, he said. He planned to
build the campground emulating
Henry David Thoreau’s experience in the Maine wilderness.
“But now I can’t even sell my
property. I have to refund someone my money because he heard
about what’s going on up in Old
Town,” he said, his voice rising
with emotion shortly before he
exceeded his four minutes.
“You’re going to take that stuff
[in Juniper Ridge] and you’re going to move it out of here one way
or another,” Coffman yelled toward the panel after the moderator, Malcolm Burson of the Maine
Department of Environmental
Protection, turned off the microphone and gestured for Coffman
to leave the podium.
“You need to find a new place

for this s—t,” Coffman added on
his way back to his seat, nearly
drowned out by the cheering audience.
Among others, the panel included Patricia Aho, commissioner of the MDEP; Don Meagher, manager for planning and
development for Casella; Darryl
Brown, director of the State Planning Office; and Tom Doyle, attorney for Pierce Atwood, the
Portland-based firm that represents Casella.
The panel did not respond to
Coffman.
“This is not a public hearing,”
Burson reminded the audience
before presentations began, adding that he would remove from
the room any audience member
who did not adhere to the purpose
of the meeting.
The audience, which spoke
from 7:15 to 9:20 p.m., was inSee Landfill on A4

Zombie plague envelops UMaine
By Chris Chase
Staff Reporter

It all started on Oct. 24.
An experimental drug slated
to eliminate the common feline
parasite Toxoplasma Gondii went
awry, causing the cats to become
hyper-violent and enraged. The
parasite, which affects almost all
cats and approximately half of
the human population, became
extremely aggressive and easily
spread upon any physical contact.
The facility locked down
quickly, trying to keep the infection contained. They thought it
had stopped there.
It would have stopped there,
but two students assisting in the
experiment were unknowingly
affected.
They brought the infection
home to the University of Maine.
We had no idea who it was,
at first. I remember when it first
started. I was standing next to one
of the original infected when he
turned. Screams surrounded me
as I sprinted away.
Luckily, I wasn’t followed
closely. There were plenty of
other potential victims to distract
him.
I ducked down a side path
and went behind a building. All I
needed to do was get to my car

“For humans: take the long
way, leave early and stay
alone. No heroics.”

Paul Holyoke
Human
Paul Perkins • Asst. Photo Editor

In a mission of “Humans Vs. Zombies,” the humans struggle to win against the zombie team while trying
to stay alive. Humans Vs. Zombies is a nationwide college game that raises money to feed the hungry.

and leave as fast as possible. I had
nothing to defend myself with
and no way to stop them. I knew
there were people who needed
my help, but I had nothing to
help them with. As far as I was
concerned, it was every man for
himself.
I stayed indoors for the rest of
that day, and the next. Going out
too often made you an easy target. But eventually I had to leave.
I couldn’t just become a hermit

for the rest of my life, so I took
a gamble.
Traveling from Dunn Hall to
Neville Hall, I made sure to take
as many side paths as possible.
I cut behind Wells Central, kept
close to buildings and behind
shrubs.
Paranoia gripped me. Every
person who walked by could
be one. Every door that opened
caused me to tense up.
Then the biggest obstacle

came up — I had to get across the
mall.
I should have found another
way, but I was running late and
had to hope that no one would
spot me. So I manned up and began the long walk.
I didn’t notice him until it was
too late.
From the corner of my eye
I noticed the red armband as he
See Zombies on A2

The process of restoring the
house of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity (PIKE) into a livable facility
is underway, and state inspectors
may decide as soon as next week
when brothers can return to the
building.
Sundance Campbell, president of PIKA Corporation, a
nonprofit alumni organization in
charge of the PIKE house at the
University of Maine, met Tuesday with officials from Orono
code enforcement as well as the
Office of the Maine State Fire
Marshal to discuss the next step
in the process of getting brothers
back into the house.
“I had a meeting with the fire
chief and Mr. Campbell Tuesday
afternoon,” William Murphy,
Orono code enforcement officer,
said. “Mr. Campbell requested
that the fire chief schedule that
meeting, and they had been looking to reopen the house within 10
days to two weeks. I told him that
we still need to do all of the inspections, and we need to contact
the state fire marshal and the state
electrical inspector.”
Orono code enforcement
deemed the house unfit for inhabitation on Sept. 13 after state fire
inspector Hector Cyr discovered
multiple issues in the house and
called Murphy to the scene, where
he confirmed violations of safety
and fire codes.
PIKE brothers were forced to
leave the house within hours of
the decision and have been living
in housing provided by UMaine.
They will not be allowed to inhabit the building until the house
is up to code.
“Simply enough, they have to
correct all the violations,” Murphy said.
PIKE brothers are itching to
move back into their building but
are taking it one day at a time in
order to avoid any type of letdown, chapter president John Dufour said.
“We don’t know 100 percent when we will be back in the
house,” he said. “Especially when
it comes to construction work like
this, nothing is a 100 percent guarantee, and nothing will be easy
until we get back into the house
— that’s the bottom line.”
If all goes as planned, the PIKE
house could be deemed fit for the
brothers to return soon — assuming that the house is repaired
and all violations have been dealt
with.
“We’re proceeding as if we’re
going to have everything done on
the list within a week, week and a
half,” Campbell said. “I’d hate to
put a date out there in case people
get their hopes up and things out
of our control occur, but we’re

Beth Kevit • News Editor

Paul Laffey, an employee of GWK
construction for six years, repairs
a leak in the bathroom floor on
the second floor of the PIKE
house on Wednesday afternoon.

feeling good about it.”
The list Campbell is referring
to contains violations cited by the
fire marshal and code enforcement.
Citations included holes in exterior walls that allowed access
to the attics and walls, leaks in
the ceiling of the kitchen as result
of a malfunctioning drain in the
second-floor bathroom, standing
water in the basement due to leaks
in the foundation, and a failing
fire alarm system that no longer
contacted EMS services due to a
faulty phone connection.
The list of issues adds up to
approximately 17 that PIKE must
address, though not all issues need
to be addressed before brothers return to the house.
“Most of the things seem to
be easy fixes,” Campbell said.
“The most consequential, from a
money standpoint, is work on the
bathroom, and that is not as much
a safety issue as a quality-of-life
issue.”
Campbell and PIKE brothers
admit they were aware of some of
the issues, but not to the severity
or extent of the list of problems
inside of the building.
“We were definitely aware of
some of the issues,” said PIKE
brother Matt Swift. “We weren’t
aware of some of the little nitpicky things, like the issues with
the fire codes, though.”
Campbell said that while they
were aware of the issues, money
was a prohibitive factor.
“We knew fixing the issues
would be a challenge,” Campbell
said. “Everybody recognized last
spring that it needed some work
to be livable, but the challenge
was finding the money to do that.
You can know you want to spend
$3,000 on a bathroom repair, but
See PIKE on A2

Vote for student offices Thursday
Raymond Updike, Fair Elections Practices Commission
chair, reminds all students to get the icon for elections on
their FirstClass desktop.
The election for student body president begins on Thursday at 9 a.m. and continues until 5 p.m. The candidates are
former student Sen. Rebekah Dunham and current President
Anthony Ortiz. Vice President Caleb Rosser is running unopposed for re-election.
Students who repressed their information will have to
vote in person in the Wade Center in the Memorial Union
between the same hours.
Any student may vote in the Wade Center. All students
voting in the Wade Center must show their MaineCard to
receive a private ballot.
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UMSG candidates Reuseable container program
pitch to senators
continues in Marketplace
By Tom Frisk

For The Maine Campus
The two candidates for the
University of Maine student
body presidency crystallized
their platforms and answered
the senators’ final questions before Thursday’s election at the
General Student Senate meeting
Tuesday.
“I can give new and fresh
views,” said former senator and
current presidential candidate
Rebekah Dunham. “Obviously
we do not want senate to plateau
but instead continue to grow.
And with new ideas, voices and
opinions, Student Government
will be better able to grow.
“I can be the person to help
Student Government grow,” she
said.
“I know that in the past presidents have said they want to talk
to people and get out the word
and it has not been effective,”
said Sen. Sam Helmke, asking
Dunham for “tangible goals.”
“First tangible goal: get more
student opinion through talking,
inviting them to talk to us,” Dunham said. “I also know that parking is an issue, and by going off
what the students tell us, trying
to work to make it more accessible to commuter students.”
“Multiple successful concerts, a campus-wide egg hunt,
the building of a UMSG website,
and increased student advocacy
have all been brought to the forefront during my short tenure, and
if re-elected it is my intention to
continue to create an atmosphere

in which these things are not
only ideas but plausible realities,” said President Anthony Ortiz, running for re-election.
Sen. Caleb Shortt asked Ortiz
if he thought his short time left
on campus would limit his ability to accomplish his goals for
Student Government.
“I don’t think so, because I’ve
only been president for about
three months and have accomplished more than most administrations accomplish in a full
term,” Ortiz replied. He listed
student advocacy, dining, parking and fiscal responsibility as
key issues he wants to address.
Also at the meeting, Lauri
Sidelko, director of Alcohol and
Drug Education Programs, informed the senate that Old Town
and Orono police will double
the number of officers on duty
Thursday through Sunday for
Halloween weekend. She said
there will be at least two roadblocks near campus.
The senate allocated $2,440
to send 12 members of the Muslim Student Association to the
Reviving Islamic Spirit Annual
Conference. The students will
listen to Ambassador Shabazz,
daughter of Malcolm X, and
Yusuf Islam, also known as Cat
Stevens. The hip-hop group Outlandish will perform.
The Tennis Club was allocated $1,900 for seasonal expenses.
Ortiz awarded Leadership
Scholarships worth $500 to Molly Flanagan, Dung “Emily” Tran,
Kaidi Ilves and Sean Sibley.

GreenToGo participation remains low after pilot period
Ordering food is no different,
but a GreenToGo voucher must
be shown in order to be served
food in reusable containers.
Since March of last semester,
Small details of the program
Black Bear Dining has been ofmay be preventing more stufering GreenToGo, a reusable
dents from using the green concontainer that is 100 percent
tainers.
BPA-free and environmentally
“It seems inconvenient,”
friendly. GreenToGo is still ofsaid Sarah Sullivan, a third-year
fered at the Marketplace in the
communication student frequent
Memorial Union.
visitor to the Marketplace. SulAlthough the program prolivan lives on campus
motes sustainability, not
and does not feel the
many students are jump“It seems inconvenient. ... I’d like
need to make a deposit
ing at the opportunity to
a bag rather than a box because
on a reusable containsave the planet.
er.
These
containers
it’s easier to carry and store.”
“When I go, I just
could potentially save
use a paper bag bethe University of Maine
Sarah Sullivan cause I can just recycle
money by not using as
Third-year
communication
student it or throw it away, and
many disposable conI don’t have to carry it
tainers and paper plates.
Due to lack of participation and as many as 200 participants to around once I’m finished,” she
advertising, the program re- take part in the GreenToGo pro- said. “I’d like a bag rather than
gram but now says only about a box because it’s easier to carry
mains in its infancy.
and store.”
GreenToGo containers were 50 people did.
Though there are no solid
There is some concern about
introduced through a pilot program held from March to May. participation measurements or mixing salad bar items with othThe program was designed to results stemming from last se- er venues’ items. Mixing these
gauge whether reusable contain- mester, the program is still of- items would inhibit cashiers
from ringing students up propers were feasible for dining ser- fered.
Students sign up through the erly due to the fact that salad bar
vices to offer.
Kathy Kittridge, director cashiers at the Memorial Union items are purchased by weight
of dining operations for Black to use the GreenToGo contain- while others are à la carte.
Black Bear Dining targeted
Bear Dining said the program ers by making a deposit of $5.
was piloted because some lo- The deposit is returned at the commuters for this slow-to-start
program with a recent promogistics would need to be worked end of the semester.
When eating at the Union with tion during Commuter Week.
out if the containers became in“They are our target audicreasingly popular and a high- GreenToGo containers, students
must first return the dirty, used ence,” Kittridge said, adding
volume product.
container so it can be cleaned to that they would be more likely
That didn’t happen.
While the initial plan was for Black Bear Dining’s standards. to use the containers.

By Lauren Reeves
Staff Reporter

pilot participants to complete a
survey and provide feedback,
none was ever provided.
Since GreenToGo has not
become highly popular, the program has continued without surveys and without much advertising. According to Kittridge,
the pilot program “seemed to go
pretty well.”
Kittredge told The Maine
Campus last year, she expected

PIKE

from A1

unless you have $3,000, knowing
doesn’t accomplish it.”
According to Campbell, all issues will be addressed in order to
provide a higher quality of living.
“Ultimately, every one of those
things will be done before the
guys move back in,” he said. “The
things that they’ll do after will be
things that the town doesn’t care
about.”
Campbell estimated that the repairs will cost more than $25,000,
a sum that PIKA corporation will
pay after having taken out what is
essentially a mortgage to pay for
the repairs.
PIKA Corporation is a nonprofit organization designed
to keep the house in the hands
of brothers of PIKE. The only
money that is generated by PIKA
Corporation comes from the flatrate rent they charge the brothers,
Campbell said.
Brothers are responsible for
collecting the rent and paying
PIKA Corporation. The corporation then has a fund to draw from
for repairs and other costs associated with the house’s upkeep.
If brothers of a previous or current class are not responsible with
their payments then future classes
will be affected, and even if they
are timely with payments they
will not be able to bridge the gap
left by previous members, according to brothers.
Campbell says the current
leadership has been great at paying bills in the time he has worked
with them.
“The silver lining was that
we both have a lot of common
ground,” Campbell said, “which
[means] the chapter wants to have
that house, and the corporation
exists solely to provide PIKE a
house.”

Panelists: Wind energy gives Maine shot at sustainability
By Jamison Cocklin
Asst. News Editor

Four experts on wind energy
argued for wind power to play a
role in reducing Maine’s reliance
on fossil fuels and diversifying
its energy portfolio during a public forum held at the University
of Maine Wells Conference Center on Wednesday.
The event was sponsored by
E2 TECH, a nonprofit organization dedicated to promoting
the clean technology sector in
Maine.
The speakers — all proponents of wind power —sought
to convince the public that wind
energy can benefit the state.
Two economists, an environmentalist and a representative of
the Central Maine Power Company gave presentations regarding jobs, environmental impacts,
subsidies, and whether the power
grid in New England can support
and deliver the electricity produced by both offshore and onshore wind turbines.
To be sure, the wind forum
and public events like it have become necessary in recent years
as the number of wind farms,
wind-related development projects and legislation has increased
significantly in the state during
the last decade.

In all, there are 11 onshore
wind power farms across Maine,
and more projects are in the
works, including a proposal to
install a network of 1,000 floating offshore wind turbines in the
Gulf of Maine by 2030.
Whether the projects, often
funded through a combination of
private investments and federal
and state subsidies, are worth the
expense has been a bone of contention among the public. Windpower sites across Maine have
incited civic activism, strong
opposition and even litigation
against the industry.
But for most of its history,
Maine has struggled to find a
way to wean itself off an overwhelming dependence on fossil
fuels, primarily foreign oil, according to Charles Colgan, an
economist at the Muskie School
of Public Service at the University of Southern Maine.
“Wind has become a relative success in dealing with such
problems,” Colgan said. “Wind
energy is part of a long and complex energy industry in Maine,
and it’s really the latest part of
the story.”
Colgan explained the dynamics of constructing wind-power
resources in the state, and by all
accounts, he drew the conclusion
that, in one way or another, the

wind industry has created and
sustained a number of jobs in the
state.
He said the three markets in
Maine that have benefited the
most from wind-related projects
are the construction industry, the
technology and services sector,
and the food and lodging sector.
At the height of onshore windpower projects in 2008 and 2009,
Colgan estimated 500 jobs were
created in Maine’s construction
industry, which he considered a
big boost to the state’s economy
— especially considering Maine
lost nearly 8,000 constructionrelated jobs over the same years
due to recession.
Additionally, he said 300 businesses across the state made contributions to various wind- power
projects in 2008 and 2009.
“There will be a much more
electric-intensive economy in
the future, and this is the role we
need to envision for wind power,” Colgan said.
UMaine economics professor Gary Hunt was on hand to
explain the subsidies given to the
wind industry. He said because
the industry is relatively young,
“it cannot compete with mature
industries and therefore requires
subsidies.”
In an attempt to bolster wind
power’s development and capac-

ity to compete in Maine, former
Gov. John Baldacci set a goal to
install 2,000 megawatts of wind
power in Maine by 2015 and
to install 3,000 megawatts by
2020.
It takes 2.4 gigawatts to power Maine, and 1 gigawatt is equal
to 1000 megawatts.
In order for relatively new
technology like wind turbines
to produce such large amounts
of electricity it takes a great deal
of research and development as
well as trial and error to perfect
the power source, according to
Hunt.
“These subsidies,” Hunt said,
“are worth it considering that the
hidden costs of fossil fuels have
not yet come into the marketplace.”
Based on this, Hunt explained
that even though cost per-watt of
electricity generated by coal and
natural gas is on average 10 to
15 cents less than wind power,
the power produced by fossil fuels has a steeper cost insofar as
it produces negative effects on
consumer health and the environment.
“Once you add in the hidden
costs of fossil fuels then wind
generated electricity becomes
very competitive,” Hunt said.
He added that the cost of wind
power will decrease in the future

as it is further developed.
The speakers also agreed on
wind power’s ability to generate
revenue for the state, given that
Maine is considered one of the
windiest states in the nation.
According to the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory,
Maine has vast wind resources
in its western mountains and
nearly 133 gigawatt’s worth of
electricity in the winds blowing
off the coast. The speakers said
that if the resources are properly
developed the excess electricity
could be sold to other states in
New England.
However, the state faces an
uphill battle in building consensus for the energy resource. Most
of the components used to construct the turbines are manufactured out of state, and renewable
energy accounted for only 8 percent of the electricity consumed
in the United States last year, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration.
Furthermore, ISO-New England, the entity in charge of overseeing and operating the electric
grid in New England, has said it
is already producing a surplus of
electricity.
On the other hand, investments in the renewable energy industry grew by leaps and bounds
in 2010, according to a report

released in July by Bloomberg
New Energy Finance.
Bloomberg reported that at
the end of 2010, renewable energy investments equaled $211
billion worldwide. The lion’s
share of those investments came
from China with $94.7 billion in
renewable energy investments,
primarily in wind power.
In the United States, the reduced cost of natural gas caused
a substantial decline in renewable energy investments, leaving
it behind developing countries in
terms of energy investments for
the first time in its history.
In Maine, the LePage administration has expressed a similar
interest in natural gas and introduced legislation in June to end
requirements that power companies derive 10 percent of their
power from renewable sources
by 2017.
“Wind power is the best environmental, economic and moral
energy choice we can make going forward,” said speaker Colin High of the Vermont-based
consulting firm Resource Systems Group. “I stand before you
emphasizing just how we need
to speed this technology up because we cannot wait until 2045
to get it off the ground.
“We just don’t have that kind
of time.”

Zombies

came well equipped, toting Nerf
guns that had 30-round drum
clips, among other pieces of gear.
Someone even brought in a full
gas mask to get into character.
It started on the mall, with everyone getting into a big group
and waiting for the two “original
zombies,” or “zeds,” to reveal
themselves. No one wanted to be
the first to go, and all made sure to
stand as far away from others as
possible until they found out who
the zombies were.
By random chance I was standing next to one of the originals,
and had to run as fast as I could
while he was distracted. Paranoia
grips you quickly, and if you want
to get away “alive” you have to
watch the corners at all times.
Being inexperienced and lacking gear, I fell quickly to a more
experienced player, Brent Kramer, right outside Little Hall. It was
Kramer’s third time playing the
game, and he and his friend Andrew Cote had quickly become
zombies on purpose.
“It’s lots of fun,” said Kramer.
He once managed to remain
human for the entire duration of
the game, which typically lasts
for a week, but chose to be a zombie this year. Kramer, Cote, and
a six-game veteran named Paul
Holyoke gave me some tips to
avoid complete humiliation in the
future.

“For humans: take the long
way, leave early and stay alone,”
Holyoke said. “No heroics.”
Kramer added, “Don’t count
your stuns, you’ll get too cocky.”
Universal approval was given
to sock flails, as they don’t need
reloading.
“For zombies,” Holyoke said,
“be sneaky for the first couple of
days. After the game has been going for a while, you can travel in
packs of around 30. Also, don’t be
afraid to take a stun to let someone
else get the kill.”
Justin Smith, a first-time player
of the game, had his own experience getting caught.
“I was escorting a friend to
Knox,” Smith said. “The original
zombie actually tracked me from
the mall all the way to Knox, and
we got caught in the Knox parking lot.”
It may seem like it takes too
much time to play, but Kramer
disagrees.
“You can play casually,” he
said. “A lot of it has to do with
luck.”
Occasionally even the best-laid
plans are foiled by sheer chance.
The thing that struck me was
the friendliness of all the players
I met. Upon spotting the armband,
people would strike up conversation about their experiences and
ask how you were doing in the
game.

Teams form quickly just from
being in the same vicinity. When
your life is at stake, it doesn’t take
long for people to band together to
help each other out. Not everyone
sticks to the rules or plays fair, but
the vast majority treats it as a fun
game that benefits a good cause.
The same can’t be said of
people not involved in HvZ. It
doesn’t take long for people to
start making nasty comments
while you’re wearing the armband. A few people even actively
tried to ruin things by pretending
to be involved and chasing after
humans.
Most of the comments directed
my way were snide asides, calling
me a loser for participating, thinking I couldn’t hear them. Few
actively approached and spoke to
participants, but plenty gave me
looks of disgust and rolled their
eyes.
For such an innocuous game
meant to benefit starving families
in Maine through the Good Shepherd Food-Bank, it sure gets a lot
of hate.
So for anyone looking to donate to charity and get something
out of it, HvZ is a great option. Not
only do you get to meet a lot of
friendly people, but you also have
an excuse to play a giant game of
tag and let off a bit of steam.
Just remember to bring your
sock flail.

from A1

Paul Perkins • Asst. Photo Editor

A group of humans prepare to defend themselves against a
growing group of zombies.

walked toward me. He hadn’t
spotted me yet — I didn’t know
what to do. I froze, then tried to
walk toward any sort of cover. I
was caught in the open, with nowhere to go and nothing to stop
him.
The chase was on.
I managed to make it as far as
the door before he caught up to
me. By then it was already over.
My time as a human had come to
an end, but my time as a zombie
was just beginning.
My experience as a human in
this semester’s Humans vs. Zombies (HvZ) game was brief, to say
the least. Having limited experience of what the game was about
left me unprepared for the level
of strategy needed to survive until the end. Plus, having nothing
to defend myself with didn’t help
either.
This year’s HvZ is well attended and features a wider array
of Nerf weaponry than I knew
existed. During an organizational
meeting, the lecture hall inside
Little Hall showcased an interesting breadth of people who planned
to play.
Some, like myself, came with
nothing more than a desire to
see what it was all about. Others
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Do you feel
the spirit?
By Rob Stigile
Features Editor

One thing can be said for cer- decorations. Upon entering the
tain about American consumers: store through a black, faux-stone
they sure do love to spend money archway, one is greeted by a roon Halloween.
tating swing filled with zombie
Despite economic troubles at babies, some of which can be achome and abroad, the nation’s tivated by a set of large “Try Me”
largest retail association estimates buttons. Other displays have fullthe average consumer will spend size animatronics featuring familmore money this Halloween than iar characters like Frankenstein’s
in the previous nine years — more monster or Regan from the Exorthan $70 per person.
cist, whose head spins a full 360
However, that same study re- degrees.
leased by the National Retail FedThose decorations, aside from
eration says 32.1 percent of re- making for a more interesting
spondents’ spending
shopping experience,
plans will be altered
account for around
“You find in
by the economy, with
half of the sales in
87.1 percent of those the beginning
terms of dollars made
individuals planning
at the Spirit store, acto spend less than in of the season,
cording to Bard. In
the past.
fact, the top three sellthe hardcore
ing items at that store
Halloween
Playing dress-up
so far this season
people
have all been props:
When asked about come in ... This
the jumping spider
this year’s sales,
at number one, the
Elaine Bard, store week, it’s all
creepy caretaker in
manager for Spirit college kids.”
second and the lurchHalloween in Baning vampire bringing
gor for the past three
up the rear.
Elaine Bard
years, said “this year
Buying a costume
Store manager from the Spirit store
has been slower than
Spirit Halloween does stand to interlast year” before corBangor fere with the priorirecting herself to say
“people are leaving
ties of the spendingmore to the last minconscious, however.
ute.”
A quick perusal of the store’s of“You find in the beginning of ferings reveals an average price of
the season, the hardcore Hallow- $50 for a complete prepackaged
een people come in,” to have their costume and masks in excess of
pick of the best decorations, Bard $20. According to the NRF sursaid. “This week, it’s all college vey, the average American only
kids because they leave it to the plans to spend a total of $40.81
last minute.”
on all costumes, a figure that inBard’s conclusions, while in- cludes both children’s and pet endicative of the local market, are sembles.
in a somewhat different category
Speaking with Michelle Smith,
than the rest of the country. Out communications manager for
of more than 1,000 stores nation- Goodwill Industries of Northern
wide flying the Spirit Halloween New England, might shed some
banner, her location placed in the light on one way that consumers
top 50 in terms of sales, and the are trying to find savings. Since
South Portland outlet landed in 2008, Smith said sales at the stores
the top 10.
in her area have risen across the
That distinction comes after a board, with Halloween purchases
significant effort. Bard said she playing a crucial role.
began her preparations for the sea“Halloween is our busiest time
son a full five weeks before even of the year, without a doubt,”
hiring her staff, with an additional Smith said. “I think it’s much
two weeks spent just stocking the more affordable for people to go
store displays.
to Goodwill and put together a
“We’ve built a store within a costume for $10 than to buy a prestore,” she said, referencing the packaged costume, which can be
themed partitions blocking off a a lot more expensive.”
good portion of the former Circuit
Despite the amount consumers
City building’s space.
could save from shopping for cosA good portion of Bard’s store- tumes at a thrift store, the process
within-a-store formula is filled is more labor-intensive than purwith displays of holiday-specific chasing a complete outfit. Where-

MacKenzie Rawcliffe • Production Manager

Shoppers peruse a selection of pre-made costumes at Bangor’s
Spirit Halloween store Tuesday.

Despite
country’s
continuing
economic woes,
Americans are
set to spend
more this
Halloween than
in the previous
9 years.
as someone could walk over to
Sheen’s Corner in the Spirit store
to find the just the right bowling
shirt, tiger-striped sunglasses and
a “winning wig” to complete the
look, those shopping at Goodwill
might have to scour the bins to
craft the perfect Charlie costume.
“It’s a different kind of experience than going through a department store,” Smith said. “You
have to spend a little more time,
you have to look, but it’s worth
it.”
Of course, the increased foot
traffic around Halloween also
adds sales to Goodwill’s bottom
line aside from costume purchases.
“People come in just for Halloween and, while they’re there,
they see a dress or a pair of pants
they’re going to buy for their everyday wardrobe, and they kind of
get hooked,” Smith said.
Selling the sweet stuff
With more than one-third of

Americans qualifying as obese,
it should come as no surprise that
the candy industry is booming.
Census data from 2010 showed
that Americans spent more than
$16 billion on candy items excluding those qualifying as chewing gums, with an average annual
consumption rate of roughly 24
pounds per person.
Looking at the NRF data, it is
clear that Halloween is an integral
part of those overall sales. This
year’s estimate places the amount
spent on Halloween candy sales at
$2 billion, with an average of 95.5
percent of survey respondents
saying they would buy candy for
the holiday.
That is not to say, however, that
all that candy will be redistributed
to the masses of costumed children roaming streets nationwide.
While nearly all respondents said
they would purchase Halloween
candy, only 73.5 percent of them
plan to give it away to trick-ortreaters. What the other 22 percent
will do with their holiday-inspired

purchases is any dentist’s guess.
Just as the costume retail business requires considerable seasonal effort, stores that carry themed
candies must plan far in advance.
Jeremy McIntyre, an assistant
store manager at Bell’s Orono
IGA for the past three-and-a-half
years, said orders for treats carrying the seasonal wrappers must be
placed at least a month in advance
in order to ensure shipments arrive in a timely fashion.
McIntyre witnessed several
changes in seasonal candy sales
as the recession developed. The
Orono grocer’s Halloween candy
sales fell dramatically the year a
Walmart Supercenter opened in
Bangor, leaving the store with
more stock than it could sell.
“With the economy and everything, people are trying to do it as
cheaply as possible,” McIntyre
said.
Next door to the IGA, the candy business has been booming at
the University Mall Dollar Tree,
where manager Dillon Morin said

Halloween sales rank high among
the various holidays.
“Halloween is one of our top
three,” he said. “Candy really
makes our sales.”
Part of Dollar Tree’s success
lies in its in-store marketing techniques. Morin said it is common
practice to place the best-sellers
near the checkout lines in hopes of
scoring a few impulse purchases.
Package sizing and labeling
also play an important role, especially when combined with the
notion that serious values are to be
had at a dollar store.
“The big packages that we
mark as, like, 25 percent more
— those sell three times faster
than a regular size,” Morin said.
“We kind of play the whole psychological mind game thing.”
Wherever candy is purchased,
both Morin and McIntyre said one
thing is clear: this year, chocolate
is king.
“It’s amazing how much money people will spend on chocolate,” Morin said.
MacKenzie
Rawcliffe •
Production
Manager
Sitting in the
middle of
the floor is
this zombie
baby carnival
display, complete with a
motorized
swing and
buttons that
bring the
anamatronic
dolls to life.
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Community Landfill
from A1
dissent
structed to keep its questions in

line with three statutes that related
to the proposed expansion. The
landfill expansion must:

Ralph
Coffman
Old Town

“I can see the only
public benefit here
is for Casella and
Massachusetts.”

Maria
Girard
Orono

“This is a classic
example of the
fox guarding the
hen house.”

Paul
Schroeder
Orono

“The state does not
have a grip on
exactly what kinds of
waste are coming in.”

Julie
Grab

Old Town

“If Casella is allowed
to keep expanding,
so are the fears.”

Jennifer
Rose
Portland

“You’re bringing
this question at a
time when more
and more people
are willing to stand
up for their rights.”

Dana
Snowman
Old Town

“It’s a
miserable
fraud.”

• be in line with Maine’s needs
for landfill space
• not violate the state’s waste
management and recycling plan
• be in line with current collection, storage, transportation or
disposal of waste
Multiple audience members
expressed frustration at Burson’s
frequent reminders to limit their
questions or comments to those
criteria.
“How do I know whether my
questions are relevant? Because I
have no idea what any waste transportation rules are,” asked Claire
Ackroyd of Orono. “You’re asking us to be concerned about the
impact this might have on other
landfills rather than ourselves.”
Elizabeth Worden of Old Town
told the panel she was puzzled that
the members were not allowed to
hear personal stories about the
effect of Juniper Ridge on local
residents.
“Since the expansion of Juniper Ridge Landfill in about 2005,
I have had to buy all the water my
family drank, cooked with, et cetera, because our well developed
an arsenic problem,” she said.
“It would seem to me that
poisoning my well would have
something to do with that,” she
continued, referring to the three
criteria.
Paula Clark of the MDEP’s
solid waste management division
told Worden that environmental issues would be addressed if
the application proceeded past
the public benefit determination
stage. One audience member
jumped from his chair, demanding that Worden’s experiences be
taken into account and refusing to
sit when told to by Burson.
“I could,” he responded, ultimately taking his seat again, “but
it wouldn’t be doing the country
any justice.”
Taylor Greene, a first-year
University of Maine student who
has not declared a major, also addressed the panel.
“I love Maine,” he said. “I’m
originally from Los Angeles, and
it’s nasty there. This to me just
looks like a giant corporate movement.
“People on campus had no
idea about this [meeting],” Greene
added. He said that once he found
out about the meeting, he spent
an hour gauging student opinion
about the proposed expansion and
gathered 90 signatures of those
who oppose it.
“It just seems like a rat hole
into our land and our system,” he
said.
Ellie Barker, a senior new
media student at UMaine who
moved to the state from Pennsylvania when she was in high
school, described concerns similar to Greene’s.
Two members of the Maine
State Legislature spoke at the
meeting: Rep. Bob Duchesne, a
Democrat who represents Alton
among other communities, and
Rep. Jim Dill, a Democrat who
represents Old Town and Indian
Island.
“The public benefit determination is going to be based on flawed
data,” Duchesne told the panel.
“We have a disconnect with the
state plan, and that has to be addressed before we can make this
public benefit determination.
“We’re actually doing a better job recycling Massachusetts’
waste than our own,” he continued.
Reached on Tuesday, Duchesne said Juniper Ridge Landfill
has been his No. 1 issue since
being elected. While he has spoken with constituents about the
landfill, he said his past efforts
with the public benefit determina-

UMaine student arrested
after string of burglaries
By Beth Kevit
News Editor

The University of Maine
Police Department arrested
student Justin Carey, 21, on
the morning of Oct. 24 in connection to a string of burglaries to motor vehicles parked in
the Aroostook and York hall
parking lots.
Carey was charged with
burglary to a motor vehicle
and violation of conditional
release. He was also charged
with a felony for receiving
stolen property, since the value of the stolen property exceeded $1,000.

“All the property has been
recovered,” said Detective
Keith Mercier.
Mercier said a long investigation, witness statements and
on-campus surveillance videos
contributed to Carey’s arrest.
Carey was taken to Penobscot
County Jail in Bangor.
According to Maine Campus archives, Carey was arrested Sept. 17 for violation
of conditional release after
a fight at Kennebec Hall. He
was not involved in the fight
but admitted to officers he had
been drinking, which violated
conditions of his release.

The Maine Campus • News
tion process led him to attend the
meeting.
“Nobody had to ask me [to
go],” he said. “What I think the
state needed to see most of all was
that people are really mad, and I
think that came across very well.”
Dill echoed Duchesne’s call
for a re-evaluation of the application process, going so far as recommending Casella’s application
for expansion be returned to the
company to address the issue of
out-of-state waste entering Maine
through KTI Biofuels of Lewiston, a Casella subsidiary, and being processed to become in-state
waste.
Dill also planned to attend the
meeting before hearing from concerned constituents.
“I think the message went loud
and clear to the DEP, at least this
time: The landfill doesn’t need to
be expanded until a lot of questions have been answered,” Dill
said Wednesday.
Charles Leithiser of Old Town
described the distinction between
in- and out-of-state waste at KTI
as he saw it, calling it “a great ex-

ample of trash laundering.”
“This waste only switches
from one truck to another but indeed becomes in-state waste when
it switches trucks,” he said.
Multiple residents of Hampden, home to Casella’s nowclosed Pine Tree Landfill, used
their four minutes to draw corollaries between their experiences
and what they see unfolding at
Juniper Ridge.
“You let down my children,”
said Carmen Montes of Hampden, mother of three.
“[Casella] gave us ‘shut-up’
money and paid our taxes,” she
said, adding, “We went through
years of listening to lies.
“These people should be
concerned,” Montes continued,
gesturing toward the audience,
“because when my children, a
few years down the road, have illnesses, cancers…you’re going to
be gone.”
Marie Lusth-Winn of Orono
also invoked a child; hers, however, is grown and has left Maine.
Lusth-Winn described her
daughter’s move to Massachusetts

Police
Beat
The best from Orono, Old
Town and UMaine’s finest

By Beth Kevit

did not need to be transported
to a hospital for treatment.

Speak un-easy
The University of Maine
Police Department received a
report of an assault in Cumberland Hall at 12:23 a.m. Oct. 23.
Dustin Bouchard, 18, was summonsed for assault and referred
to Judicial Affairs after allegedly shoving another student
to the ground and punching
him several times. According
to UMPD reports, Bouchard
was sitting and speaking with
a friend when the victim, an
18-year-old male, approached
and attempted to join the conversation. They argued before
Bouchard allegedly assaulted
him. The University Volunteer
Ambulance Corps evaluated
the victim but determined he

Jeep creep
Two vehicles parked in adjacent spaces in the Collins Center for the Arts parking lot were
broken into over the weekend.
A backpack containing electronics valued at $663 was stolen from an unlocked Jeep. An
electric razor, GPS, cell phone
charger and other items, with
a combined estimated value of
$370, were stolen from a Ford
pickup parked next to the Jeep.
The theft to the pickup was reported at 10:27 p.m. Oct. 22,
and the theft to the Jeep was reported at 9:33 a.m. Oct. 23.

News Editor

Don’t stirrup trouble
UMPD received a report of
a theft in the Hilltop parking

for college and eventual decision
to make a home there. The home
she had chosen had an asbestosfilled basement that cost $16,000
to clean.
Lusth-Winn said her daughter approached the driver of the

truck laden with asbestos after her
basement was cleaned and asked
where he was headed.
“‘You don’t have to worry
about this,’” Lusth-Winn said,
quoting the driver. “‘It’s going to
Maine.’”

Michael Shepherd • Editor in Chief

Elizabeth Worden of Old Town presents George MacDonald, director of community assignments for the Maine State Planning Office,
with a document at Monday’s public meeting regarding Juniper
Ridge Landfill’s application for expansion.

lot at 1:31 p.m. Oct. 21. A Ford
Mustang was broken into, and
a GPS worth an estimated $100
was stolen.
Laundry money lost
UMPD received a report of
a theft in the York Hall parking lot at 5:36 p.m. Oct. 21. A
locked Dodge Dakota was broken into, and $32 was stolen between Oct. 7 and Oct. 21.
Three unwise men
UMPD received a report of
a possible accident in the Steam
Plant parking lot at 2:46 a.m.
Oct. 21. When officers arrived,
they saw that a car had rolled off
the pavement and was resting
against a large rock. Four males
were asleep in the car, according to UMPD reports. The officers could smell alcohol on the
four individuals, and three Budweiser beers and a bottle of rum
were confiscated. Kolby Gallagher, 18, of Patton; Jacob Wiser,
18, of Hampton Falls, N.H.; and
Daniel Tanguay, 19, of Arundel,
were summonsed for possession of alcohol by a minor. The
fourth individual was 21 years
old and was not charged.

Pumpkins spied
Officers on foot patrol on
the first floor of Oxford Hall
at 1:27 a.m. Oct. 22 heard
sounds of a party from one
of the rooms. When officers
knocked, they found two females and four males in the
room. A bottle of vodka and
two pumpkin-flavored beers
were confiscated. Nicholas
Boomer, 18, took responsibility for the alcohol and was
summonsed for possession of
alcohol by a minor. All six individuals were referred to Judicial Affairs.
If at first you don’t succeed
UMPD received a report of
an intoxicated female outside
Edith Patch Hall at 3:41 a.m.
Oct. 22. UVAC evaluated the
21-year-old female but determined she did not need to
be transported for treatment.
Officers responded again for
the same intoxicated female
at 4:54 a.m. At that point, the
female was in a room on the
second floor of the building.
UVAC evaluated her again
and transported her for medical treatment.
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harkavagrant.com
www.toothpastefordinner.com

42- Actress Anderson;
43- Don’t bother;
46- Libertine;
49- Energy;
50- Hindu honorific;
51- Ages and ages;
52- Shoebox letters;
53- Blind spot;
57- It may be
compact;
59- Hand woven
wall hanging;
60- Act of fostering another’s
child;
65- Crux;
66- Average;
67- Aristocratic;
68- Conductor
Klemperer;
69- Slammin’
Sammy;
70- Part of the
large intestine;
71- Clairvoyant;
72- Lots and lots;
73- Adversary;

Word Search

HELLO, DOLLY!
HIGH SOCIETY
HOLIDAY INN
JAILHOUSE ROCK
LA TRAVIATA
MARY POPPINS
MOULIN ROUGE
MY FAIR LADY
NEWSIES
OKLAHOMA!
OLIVER!
PAL JOEY
SHOW BOAT
SILK STOCKINGS
SOUTH PACIFIC
STATE FAIR
SWEET CHARITY
SWING TIME
THE MUSIC MAN
TOMMY
TOP HAT
WEST SIDE STORY

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

A CHORUS LINE
ALL THAT JAZZ
ANNIE
BLUE HAWAII
BRIGADOON
BUGSY MALONE
CABARET
CALAMITY JANE
CAMELOT
CARMEN
CAROUSEL
CHICAGO
EVITA
FAME
FANTASIA
FUNNY FACE
FUNNY GIRL
GIGI
GODSPELL
GREASE
GYPSY
HAIR

Across
1- Ancient region
of Asia Minor;
6- Pole, for one;
10- Stun;
14- Jargon;
15- Mrs. Chaplin;
16- Exclamation to
express sorrow;
17- Coniferous
evergreen forest;
18- Cut of meat;
19- Flutter;
20- Forbidden;
22- Preceding,
poetically;
23- Children’s
author Blyton;
24- Cover with
foliage;
26- PC linkup;
29- Parody;
31- Blue;
32- Afore;
33- 9th letter of
the Hebrew alphabet;
34- Foul-smelling;
38- Bunches;
40- Evergreen tree;

• • • • Horoscopes • • • •

Gleek Out

Answer key in sports

By Drew

Toothpaste for Dinner

Crossword Puzzle
Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

Hark a Vagrant!

Find and circle all of the summer words
that are hidden in the grid.
The remaining letters spell an additional summer item.

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

Down
1- Analogy words;
2- Minnesota’s St.
___ College;
3- Babe in the
woods;
4- Hearth;
5- Contrary to;
6- Firmness;
7- Spoils;
8- Licorice-like
flavoring;
9- Covered vehicle;
10- Yellow
flower;
11- Permit;
12- Congo, formerly;
13- Aromatic
compound;
21- Open ___
night;
22- Blind as ___;
25- Ed.’s pile;
26- Incline;
27- He sang about
Alice;
28- Dodge model;
30- Twice, a com-

forting comment;
35- Uh-uh;
36- Child support?;
37- Exclamation
of fright;
39- Person who
makes a will;
41- Lumberman;
44- Archer of
myth;
45- Caliginous;
47- Single entity;
48- Spirit;
53- Aegean island;
54- Minotaur’s
home;
55- Declaim;
56- In progress;
58- Sing like
Bing;
61- Estimator’s
phrase;
62- Competent;
63- Glimpse;
64- Start of a
counting rhyme;
66- Code-breaking org.;

Aries - March 21 to April 20 - You may want to make drastic
changes concerning your personal partner. Realize that you don’t
have to do everything yourself. Don’t neglect these problems; deal
with them once and for all, then move on to more pleasurable
tasks.
Taurus - April 21 to May 21 - ABe honest if you wish to solve the
problem. Use your own ideas to further your interests. You could
come into extra cash.
Gemini - May 22 to June 21- Take a long look at your
present direction and consider your professional options.
Social activity with friends and relatives will be most successful.
Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - Caustic language may cause
you to want to get out of the house. Help if you can, but
more than likely it will be sufficient just to listen.
Leo - July 23 to Aug. 22 - Make sure to arrange in advance
to spend quality time together. You will learn easily if you
put forth an effort. You will have the stamina and the know
how to raise your earning power.
Virgo - Aug. 23 to Sept. 23 - Don’t try to deal with important issues or make changes that will upset the apple cart.
Your dramatic approach to life has probably gotten to your
mate. Opportunities to get ahead are evident.
Libra - Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 - Think of joining a health club
that will benefit your physical appearance. Sudden romantic
infatuations could lead to a significant and prosperous connection.
Scorpio - Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 - You need to look into new
philosophies. Be aggressive and colorful, and you will get
your way.
Sagittarius - Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 - You may want to take
a look at courses offered at a local institute. Try to channel
your energy into physical work.
Capricorn - Dec 22. to Jan. 20 - Don’t say things that
could be damaging later on. Cut loose. You should not be
concerned with coworkers who insist on spreading rumors.
Aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 - Get out and have some fun.
You should be able to get involved in an interesting proposition today. Invite friends over.
Pisces - Feb. 20 to March 20 - Use your creative talent in
order to accomplish your goals. Find ways to mellow out.
You will find your personal partner taxing today.
Horoscopes courtesy of astrology-online.com

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.
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Editorial

Juniper Ridge
expansion bid
sullied by loophole

A

s has become customary, the state-owned, Casella Waste
Systems-owned Juniper Ridge Landfill, one of the company’s finest accoutrements located on the Old Town-Alton
town line — is raising quite the stink for central Maine locals.
And the majesty of distain only stands to intensify if Casella’s
request for a massive expansion — from a maximum of 10 million cubic yards of waste to 32 million — continue to its firm
footing in a loophole in state law.
Monday’s “public benefits determination” meeting, where
community members were encouraged to gather and voice concerns about the Casella request, resonated with an aggressive fervor as palpable as the stench of burning garbage. The crowd was
an estimated, approximated 200 strong.
One sentiment was touted in particular by living in the shadows of Juniper’s waste: Trash going into the dump needs to be
audited, but soon.
A fact sheet provided by the Trash Tracking Network, a group
of local residents who have charged themselves with monitoring
the landfill, compares Lewiston-based KTI Biofuels’ assessment
of the yearly traffic in and out of the facility with the assessment
of Rep. Bob Duchesne, D-Hudson.
KTI Biofuels is a Lewiston-based Casella subsidiary. According to statistics from Casella, construction and demolition debris (CDD) from Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Hampshire
and Maine is processed there before being either landfilled or
recycled. After CDD from outside Maine is processed, it can be
labeled “in-state waste.”
So, even though Juniper Ridge Landfill can’t accept out-ofstate waste, the state has no standard for what qualifies as in-state
waste. (Even when it, you know, comes from Massachusetts.)
As Charles Leithiser of Old Town declared during the meeting, “This waste only switches from one truck to another but indeed becomes in-state waste when it switches tucks.”
Casella and Duchesne agree waste generated in Massachusetts
accounted for 85 percent of that CDD, while waste generated in
Maine accounted for 8 percent.
According to KTI, 47 percent of the CDD that entered the facility in 2010 ended up in Juniper Ridge Landfill. Duchesne says
91 percent of that CDD ended up at Juniper Ridge.
It is clear there exists no definitive criteria for defining in-state
and out-of-state waste — for Casella, the trucks (and the money
they bring) are the defining factor.
But simply transferring trash over to a vehicle registered to a
Maine company doesn’t change the origin of the lifted goods. It’s
downright dishonest — and that’s why the public is incensed.
If someone disallowed the deposit of out-of-state waste into
the Juniper Ridge Landfill, there may not be a need for any sort
of expansion, if there is already.
In the upcoming legislative session, lawmakers must work
to close the loopholes that allow corporate enrichment at this
community’s expense. At Monday’s meeting, Jennifer Rose of
Portland told Casella officials to “come back when you have
friends.”
They do have friends, but not in the public. For now, their
friends are only in high places.
Soon, we’ll see who wants to come down to the public’s level.
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Readers speak: Outstanding public commentary
Attack on Bible saddens heart
I read an opinion column in The Maine
Campus on Oct. 24 (“Out, Out: Marriage
inequality abounds, astounds”) that I
found quite moving.
As with all literature that leaves an impact on the reader, it wasn’t the impressive vocabulary and writing style but the
content that struck me. In it, Erin McCann
relayed her experience volunteering for
Equality Maine.
What did I find so striking about her
column?
I was surprised to read Bible exegesis
in an opinion piece. The author claims to
have read “reams of the Good Book.” I
do not question whether this is true, but
I was saddened to read her claim: “If
we followed even a minutia of Biblical
tutelage, racial oppression would reign,
women would be submissive minions,
children would be sold into slavery, we’d
all be stoning each other to death — and
monogamy? That’s so Adam and Eve.”
Erin is right, of course.
If all of Christendom were to follow “a
minutia of biblical tutelage,” taken out of
context solely to support its own secular
agenda, then the world would be a terrible
place. I thank God this is not the case.
I realize we in America have the freedom of speech, but how can someone
stand next to this claim in the name of
tolerance?
Erin seems angry with Christianity. As
a practicing Catholic, I promise you the
Church does not hate the GLBT community. The Church does not teach this, and
never has.
Whether it was the intent of the article
or not, it saddened me to read words that
seemed to be written in an attempt to tear
down my religion, my faith — a thing I
hold dear to my heart — under the name
of tolerance and equality.
Matthew Howard
Fourth-year chemical engineering
student
Marriage Equality comes long way,
ready to come out for good
Three cheers for Erin McCann’s wellwritten column “Out, out: Marriage inequality abounds, astounds,” published
on Oct. 24.
Thank you for your efforts, Ms. McCann. We have made a great deal of progress over the decades. I recall back in the
1980s having to worry about getting my
clearance at the Pentagon.
Turns out, the work done by those before me helped to grease the skids and the
clearance was granted. The work I did

back then with the March on Washington,
the Gay Hotline in D.C. and in other social areas helped the current generation.
So I know the work you are doing
here will help us now as well as those
of the next generation. There will be a
time when the public reacts to Marriage
Equality in the same way they react to
interfaith and interracial marriages today.
That is, some will still wag their finger
and fret, but the majority will wish couples the best in their lives together.
Personally, I had hoped for Marriage
Equality back in the mid-1970s and for
the chance to marry my partner. Many of
us discussed it and hoped for it but felt
it was a long shot. I doubt many of us
thought we ever would see what has been
achieved so far. When New York state
legalized same-sex marriage, I knew the
tide really had turned in our favor.
Let’s hope Maine completes the New
England states in passing Marriage
Equality, especially for the young people
just coming of age.
ChuckGG
Responding to “Out, out: Marriage
inequality abounds, astounds,” Oct. 24,
2011
Don’t miss out on economist future
Students, if you are interested in obtaining a career-path job upon graduation, I suggest you consider the following
question as you sign up for spring courses: “How will I be immediately valuable
to firms or agencies upon graduation?”
I sense that many in this country feel
everyone who graduates from college
should find a career-path entry job upon
graduation. Some countries actually limit
the number of students who can select
majors in certain areas in order to prevent
an oversupply — with consequent lack of
employment or low wages.
In this country, we do not limit entry
into particular college majors and as a result we find oversupplies of new job entrants in certain areas. A current example
in the news recently is the national oversupply of new lawyers. Several universities are being sued for misrepresenting
job prospects.
Since this country does not restrict
the number of students allowed in each
major, students should spend time thinking about how to match their career goals
with their education and training.
If you are graduating in a field you
think will be crowded, advance your
knowledge, skill and experience package
as much as possible.
Some things you can do include learn-

ing how to construct spreadsheets and
other technical skills; learning a second
language; spending a semester abroad;
having a summer internship in your field;
joining teams and clubs to get interpersonal communication practice; and taking courses that will aid you in getting a
job — e.g. economics, accounting, Web
design and so on.
Also, many students with advanced
planning can add academic minors and
second majors without adding additional
semesters onto their program.
So, don’t be in for a surprise when you
graduate. Find out if you are in a relatively crowded field and take measures
to make yourself valuable to firms or
agencies. Of course you could consider
adding economics courses, an economics
minor or an economics second major to
make yourself a more valuable new hire
— the supply of economists has not exceeded the demand!
George Criner
School of Economics
A little chemistry goes a long way
As a semi-retired chemist and
Orono resident, I particularly enjoyed
the column “Science of learning, passion takes more than chemistry” by
Erin McCann, published in The Maine
Campus on Oct. 17.
I agree that learning more about how
the universe works actually increases
one’s sense of wonder and beauty. I
helped create the “nerd” concept more
than 50 years ago and successfully pursued a career in chemistry in spite of
— rather than because of — my high
school chemistry teacher.
Along the way, I had both good and
bad teachers and professors, but the
methods of the good outweighed the
bad. I, too, strongly encourage every
student, regardless of major or career
path, to experience as many science
classes as they can manage.
Not only will you be a more informed citizen, but you’ll be more appreciative of the wonderful universe
we live in.
Bob Buntrock
Chair, Maine Section of the American Chemical Society
Fearless football takes it all
Maine football needs a new nickname this year: Fearless.
Richard Mackin, Jr.
Former Student

Have an opinion?
Write us!
opinion@mainecampus.com
The attitudes and views expressed in the opinion section are those of their authors only and do
not necessarily represent the views of The Maine Campus or its staff.
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Political columnist: Proponent of
marriage equality ousts tolerance
McCann’s argument is confounding because she identifies the Bible — mind you,
she never mentions other
religious books — as archaic, but she is chasing
after marriage, an arguably
more archaic institution.

Ryan Campbell
In the spirit of the University of Maine’s celebration of
Coming Out Week and Equality Maine’s initiative to put samesex marriage on the 2012 ballot — as well as in response to
the column “Out, out: Marriage inequality abounds, astounds,”
published in The Maine Campus on Monday — today’s column
will commence with a personal anecdote.
I’m straight.
Although I applaud my fellow columnist’s attempt to bash,
stigmatize and generalize a book and the people who read it, a
few issues must be addressed.
First let me attend to Erin McCann’s attack on Christianity
and perhaps religion as a whole. The Bible — including the Old
Testament, which is used by over half a dozen “denominations”
of Christianity and Judaism — can be interpreted differently.
To take an obscure passage from the Bible and apply it to
the beliefs of anyone or any religion is ill-informed and just
as ignorant as the same people being condemned. The colorful representation of religious people as uneducated bigots is
interesting, too. There are “religious people” who are indeed
well-educated.
One should never assume people’s views are in direct correlation with the faiths they associate with. This is the same mentality that has so many Muslims fearing for their lives around
the world. Just because a Muslim flies a plane into a building
does not mean all Muslims are bad. The same could be said
about people who think God will wipe out gays with a hurricane.
McCann’s argument is confounding because she identifies the Bible — mind you, she never mentions other religious
books — as archaic, but she is chasing after marriage, an argu-

ably more archaic institution.
Perhaps the biggest issue here is the idea of marriage itself.
If the Bible is archaic, then isn’t marriage as well? If you’re
looking for benefits, shouldn’t you try to design and get support
for some other “modern” institution that creates the kinds of
benefits marriages give straight people without the traditional
ties to the past?
McCann writes about a lack of tolerance from the “religious”
people she confronted about signing her petition. Is a person’s
desire to not sign a petition the definition of intolerance?
I think it could be argued that this specific petitioner’s reaction — writing a column condemning and making caricatures
of “religious” people — is a much more intolerant act.
So what if people don’t support gay marriage? Does that
make their stance any less credible than another’s?
After saying, “No, I’m sorry” to a petitioner asking for a signature in 2009, I was confronted immediately by her responding, “You wouldn’t be sorry if you signed!”
This is not tolerance.
If one is fighting for tolerance, then shouldn’t we fight for
tolerance and equality on every playing field? Single people,
especially in the United States, strive to be seen as equals to
their straight and even homosexual counterparts. Believe it or
not, it’s just as difficult, if not more so, for singles to adopt and
even have visiting hours in hospitals. If anything, we should be
flying a singles flag in front of Fogler.
I understand the fight for marriage equality is heated and
fraught with emotion. I can’t imagine the feelings of loneliness
and despair knowing you can’t share your love for someone
else with the world.
I am empathetic for both sides of the argument, and apologetic for the radicals who bash homosexuals. Those same people — who referenced the “Good Book” and call themselves
followers of a loving, merciful God — are doing just the opposite of what He would do.
What I’m arguing, though, is that there are good ways to go
about affecting change, and there are bad ways. Disparaging
religion, making reductive claims and alienating the religious
population is an example of a bad way.
Ryan Campbell is a fourth-year political science student.
His political columns will appear every Thursday.

Community service and volunteerism
vital in America’s harsh financial climate
Keith Stover

In the face of difficult American economic conditions, pub- Americans in service through Senior Corps, AmeriCorps, and
lic and social service programs are facing greater scrutiny than Learn and Serve America. It leads President Obama’s national
ever before. Programs which benefit millions of U.S. citizens call-to-service initiative: United We Serve.
— from school children to the elderly — are now on the budget
President Obama recently nominated Wendy Spencer to
chopping block.
serve as CEO of the CNCS. AnnMaura Connolly, president of
But while so many of these issues affect the health, welfare the Voices for National Service, made comment on this:
and livelihood of American citizens, they are framed as ideo“At a time of economic crisis, when national service orgalogical differences between Democrats and Republicans, some nizations are being heavily relied upon to provide vital services
transcending typical party politics.
to communities throughout the country lawmakers continue to
The value of volunteerism as well as national and commu- threaten to cut the funding for this vital support for organizations
nity service should be beyond political debate.
that are serving families and communities in need,” Connolly
With our history of a strong work ethic, patriotic military said. “National service offers those who serve the opportunity
service and compassion for the needy, it should come as no to build skills and create pathways to work while delivering resurprise that Maine citizens are among our nation’s leaders in sults for families and communities across the country that are
volunteerism, serving at a rate significantly higher than the na- struggling to make ends meet.”
tional average.
During the 2010-2011 federal fiscal year, the CNCS comA 2011 report titled “Volunteering in America” showed that mitted more than $7.3 million to support Maine communities
Maine citizens volunteer an average of 46 hours per year, rank- through national service programs and grants.
ing our state fourth in terms of hours-per-volunteer.
Nearly $2 million of those funds are disbursed through
Even more impressive is the overall retention rate of those grants awarded and managed by the Maine Commission for
Maine volunteers who serve in community programs. While Community Service (MCCS). The Commission builds capacithe retention rate for overall
ty and sustainability in Maine’s
National Service is 68 percent,
volunteer and service commulast year 97 percent of Ameri- Volunteer support and education for nities by funding national and
Corps members serving in
community service programs,
millions of citizens represents an
Maine completed the term of
providing technical assistance
inestimable civic and cultural
service they agreed to do.
and training to all National
In fact, every Maine NaService grantees in Maine,
value, especially in these times
tional Service volunteer served
raising awareness of the imof great financial difficulty.
at least 100 hours in 2010 and
pact and reach of National Sermany gave over 2,000 hours to
vice and promoting service as
their assignment.
a strategy to tackle community
Consider these facts, compiled in 2010:
problems.
— 2,673 people served as Maine AmeriCorps Members,
The 25 citizens on the Commission are appointed by the govfoster grandparents, Senior Companions, or RSVP volunteers.
ernor and each represents a different facet of Maine’s volunteer
—101,115 meals were prepared and delivered to home- sector. MCCS was established by Maine statute in 1995.
bound people by RSVP volunteers.
Funding for the CNCS is money well-spent. While corporate
— 2,693 people were able to get to medical appointments, CEOs and liberal and conservative politicians alike use “Return
thanks to Senior Companions.
on Investment” as a measure of value when determining budget
— 802 homebound elders had assistance and emotional sup- allocation or the judicious use of our tax dollars, not all benefits
port from Senior Companions.
are reflected in the ledger’s bottom line.
The benefits of public volunteerism are seen everywhere
Volunteer support and education for millions of citizens
throughout our society. Dedicated members provide support in represent an inestimable civic and cultural value, especially in
schools, hospitals, drug treatment centers, correctional institu- these times of great financial difficulty.
tions and child care centers. Public and social service programs
The entire CNCS program is on the chopping block. Coninclude health and wellness information, environmental educa- cerned Maine citizens should contact their state senators’ oftion, planning assistance for the disabled, home weatherization, fices to show their support for the federal funding of the Corpostudent after-school programs and a variety of other helpful re- ration for National and Community Service.
sources.
The Corporation for National and Community Service
Keith Stover is a former UMaine student, currently an au(CNCS) is a federal agency that engages more than 5 million thor and an artist living in Bucksport
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Columnist: Telephone
teleports to new level with
smart phones, texting
Frank
Booker

Remember when telephones were
either hanging on the wall or perched
on a stand?
Of course you don’t. Why would
you want to when the modern alternative is pocket-quick and convenient?
Cell phones are multipurpose marvels that have been a part of our everyday lives for some time now. We
are so familiar with using them for a
broad range of communicatory purposes, we often forget what a miracle
they are.
We can talk on them as well as
send and receive written text and
photos, listen to our favorite music,
check weather conditions, read the
latest news, find our way around,
and check in on friends and family
through Facebook or the latest social media — and the list doesn’t end
there.
Some of us have more than one
cell phone. In many enterprises,
smart phones are a staple in corporate culture. They are capable of all
of the above listed actions and can
perform applications unique to the
company involved.
Steve Bird, president of Culverson Software, a Maine engineering
consulting firm, spoke of his work
designing applications for corporate
smart phones.
“What used to require a laptop to
gather data in remote locations can
now be accomplished through the
use of wireless transducers communicating directly to a cell phone carried by an engineer at that location,”
he said.
But cell phones often don’t fulfill the necessary security requirements for corporate use. BlackBerrys are frequently used for business
applications because they have great
security. There is also a new kid on
the security block called BizzTrust,
which could change the way we use
smart phones.
BizzTrust creates a virtual work
phone on Android smart phones using BlackBerry-style encryption.
This ensures private communications, making it possible to use your
Android phone for both work and
personal applications.
On the personal side, the user is
free to download and use whatever
apps he or she wishes without any
risk of compromising the work portion of the operating system. This
modified Android software was unveiled in Germany on Oct. 11, and if
it’s successful, all our needs would
be fulfilled with one cell phone.
Or would they? Most people
would feel uncomfortable with such a
combination phone, regardless of the
corporate promise not to eavesdrop.
Therefore, we’ll probably continue
to carry a second phone for personal
use as an extra privacy precaution.
Another hot-button issue in the
cell-phone sphere is texting. Today’s
teens are all about the text, preferring
it to actually talking. It has become
so common that we are passing laws

against the newest form of insanity — texting while driving. I asked
my 16-year-old granddaughter if she
would pay for an app that would
transcribe voicemails into texts, and
she got excited at the prospect.
“Oh, Papa, I would so pay for
that! I could avoid listening to my
mom ramble on and just go to the
part where she’ll pick me up at 3
o’clock,” she said.
New dot-com start ups are available if you can figure out how to
ensure accuracy, but of course, this
could lead to bizarre misinterpretations. For instance, you could ask a
friend to do you a favor and save your
butt, but autocorrect insists that you
want your butt shaved instead. I can
see myself now attempting to explain
to my wife that I really meant I was
going to be late tonight, not laid.
Cell phones and networks are get-

Another hot-button
issue in the
cell-phone sphere
is texting. Today’s
teens are all about
the text, preferring it
to actual talking.
ting better all the time, but obviously
not without problems. Consider the
new 4G wireless networks.
“4G is the shorthand for fourthgeneration wireless (3G is thirdgeneration), though the version of
4G currently available in the United
States could be more accurately be
described as advanced 3G,” according to The Huffington Post.
The faster speed will eat up bandwidth, causing higher usage and resulting in added cost to the end user.
This actually adds to technical difficulties like dropped calls.
At this point, 4G is only in a limited number of cities, and if you have
a 4G wireless plan, you will not be
able to use it in 3G areas because of
switching difficulties. It will be several years before more than 5 percent
of cell phone users will be employing the higher speed network. That’s
nothing short of sluggish in today’s
rapid-growth tech environment.
One of the most interesting uses
of cell phone is a new art form called
the “cell phone novel,” where the
“novelist” creates a story in text
messages limited by the maximum
number of characters that can be sent
in a text message at one time. They
are very popular in Japan and China, where cell phone use is far more
common. In Japan last year, five out
of the top 10 novels were cell phone
novels. People wait for their daily
text installment.
This recalls the heyday of the British novel, when Americans would
wait for the steamer to come in with
the latest installment of the serially
published Dickens stories. But these
Japanese and Chinese cell phone
novels are rarely translated to English. Still, the breadth of cell phone
capabilities never fails to excite me.
I’m thinking my cell phone alone
may provide a new way for me to
submit my column. I wonder what
my editor would say about that.
Frank Booker is a non-traditional
student. Follow him @papabooker
on Twitter or Frank Booker on Facebook.
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Mackenzie Rawcliffe • Production Manager

Style Editor

alloween is one of the few times a year when
people can dress up as ghosts and other scary
monstrosities without getting funny looks for
it. During Halloween and the rest of the year, however, some people go to eerie locations and try to
seek them out.
The Paranormal Investigation Club is a group of
students who do just that.
“We do a lot of different things, between saving
up for investigations or waiting until we can figure
out where [we have permission to go],” said the
club’s vice president Rebecca Wade.
Similarly to TV shows like Syfy’s “Ghost Hunters,” the Paranormal Investigation Club seeks out

H

“We do a lot of different things,
between saving up for investigations
or waiting until we can figure out
where [we have permission to go].”
Rebecca Wade
Vice president
Paranormal Investigation Club
spots that are supposedly “haunted” and does whatever they can to prove that they are or are not. Unlike
the shows, these students don’t have to sensationalize their research to maintain an audience.
“Like all the other shows, I feel there are some
things they have to do to keep themselves on the air.

I don’t necessarily believe in the TV shows myself,
[but] sometimes it can be interesting to watch,” Wade
said. “The only reason I ever find myself watching
them is [to see] where they’re going. I like some of
the places they go to because some of the stories
behind the places are really interesting, but I don’t
necessarily think all of the investigations are all that
honest.”
Their process of documenting paranormal activity
is similar, however.
The club collects information about any suspicious sounds, markings or occurrences that have
been spotted in and around the University of Maine.
Once they have secured a location and permission
to explore, club members bring whatever equipSee Paranormal on B2

Flaming Lips in Maine

Kayla Riley •
Copy Editor
Lead singer
Wayne Coyne
and the rest
of Oklahoma
psychedelic
rock band
The Flaming
Lips performed an
exciting concert Monday
night at the
State Theatre
in Portland.

Oklahoma psychedelic band rocks State Theatre in Portland
By Kayla Riley
Copy Editor

PORTLAND — Monday
nights don’t usually mean live
music, confetti cannons and a
giant plastic hamster ball with a
human inside, but The Flaming
Lips defy such conventions with
a passion unrivaled by any band
on the scene today.
Meet Wayne Coyne, frontman
of the band and one of the most
colorful characters in the rock
world. With a hairdo to rival that
of Einstein’s and a level of energy
more often found in toddlers, he
led The Flaming Lips to musical

glory Monday night at The State
Theatre in Portland.
As Talk Demonic, a male-female duo sporting a violin and
serious piano skills, and guitarheavy band Kurt Vile opened for
The Flaming Lips, it was clear
that while feet were tapping and
hips were swaying, these were
mainly time-killers before the
real deal hit the stage.
Once the giant video screen
toward the back of the stage lit up
in a brilliant blue, the full crowd,
packed like sardines pressing toward the stage, roared with the
kind of anticipation only a truly
great band can inspire.

go!
Thursday, Oct. 27
Penobscot Theatre
Presents “The Marvelous Wonderettes”
Bangor Opera House
7 p.m.
$20
Jack Burth Recital
Minsky Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.
Thursday College Night
Curva Ultra Lounge
9 p.m. to 3 a.m.
$5 for 18+, free for 21+

Investigation Club

By Derrick Rossignol
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Coyne hit the stage in a snappy grey suit, shiny black shoes
and wacky fur neck wrap, ready
to address the crowd with a vital
public service announcement.
“I want you here with us because we love you, and I’m glad
you’re here,” Coyne said. “I’m
going to be coming out on top
of you in my space bubble, but I
don’t want you to rush and crush
each other.
“We can have our magical
space bubble touching moment
together. Let’s all love each other
and take care of each other,” he
See Lips on B3

EA Sports scores bigger than ever with FIFA 12

Thursday College Night
w/DJ Calibur
Bear Brew Pub
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Drink specials w/costume
Friday, Oct. 28
Penobscot Theatre
Presents “The Marvelous Wonderettes”
Bangor Opera House
8 p.m.
$20
Jazz Ambassadors
Army Band
Hauck Auditorium
7:30 p.m.
Chem Free Halloween
Party
Curva Ultra Lounge
8 p.m. to 12 a.m.
$10, $5 with costume
Friday Night live music
w/The Eric Green Party
Bear Brew Pub
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Drink specials with costume
Saturday, Oct. 29
Culturefest 2011
Fieldhouse, Memorial
Gym
11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Trick-or-Trot
J.F. Witter Farm, Old
Town
5 to 7 p.m.
Penobscot Theatre
Presents “The Marvelous Wonderettes”
Bangor Opera House
5 p.m.
$20
Orchestra
Minsky Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.
Saturday Night live music w/Mellow Endeavor
Bear Brew Pub
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Drink specials w/costume
Sunday, Oct. 30
Bangor Symphony
Orchestra - Totally
Beethoven
Collins Center for the Arts
3 p.m.
$27 to $43

Courtesy of EA Sports

By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor

The 3 million copies of
FIFA 2012 sold in its first
week are more a testament to
the popularity of soccer than
how good the video game is. If

people bought the game knowing how good it would be going in, that number would be
much higher.
The FIFA soccer franchise
doesn’t have the history of,
say, the Madden franchise or
the multiple NBA games, but in

recent years, the soccer games
have gone above and beyond
other sports games.
What used to be a jumbled,
confusing picture of who was
on the pitch when you played
has developed into one of the
clearest, most concise game-

play experiences of all sports
games. Close-ups of individual
players show extensive detail,
while shots from afar still carry that characteristic, as each
player’s particular nuances are
captured in the game as well.
Better graphics isn’t sur-

prising for a new video game,
but the improvements in FIFA
is multi-faceted. Although it
takes some time to getting
used to, the defensive gameplay in FIFA 12 is more realisSee FIFA on B2

A more comprehensive list
of postings is available at
mainecampus.com/calendar.
To submit your event, invite
calendar@mainecampus.com
via iCal or Google Calendar.
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Sexism rampant in most music ‘Beetlejuice’ breaks
Rap and rock artists repeatedly objectify, demean women in their macho lyrics
Column
Rap artists have been notorious for conveying sexist
messages since 2 Live Crew
released “2 Live Crew is What
We Are”
in 1986.
T h e
lyrics of
many rap
artists
revolve
around
the central theme
of female,
Hardcore
sexual
Roar
objectiBy
Colin
Kolmar
fication.
S n o o p
Dogg and
Dr. Dre’s classic “Bitches
Ain’t S--t” is essentially about
how women serve to please
men sexually, and any actual
intimacy with a woman will
result in her eventually running away with your money
and your pride.
Modern rappers perpetuate
the legacies of their sexist predecessors, perhaps in a more
subtle way. But do rappers get
too much of a bad “rap?” Do
they shoulder a disproportionate amount of blame for the
sexist messages that have infiltrated mainstream music at
large?
Out of fairness, I believe it
is my duty to cite some classic
and modern examples of sexist messages in chart-topping
rock n’ roll.

Paranormal
from B1

ment they have available, like
cameras, video recorders and
thermal cameras, sometimes
renting equipment from Fogler Library.
“We try to distribute the
equipment evenly through the
groups and have people go
into different rooms so we can
either record noises and ask
questions or videotape certain
things,” Wade said.
Despite their continued
efforts, the club has not yet
found anything that could be
considered paranormal.
“We’ve gotten some things
that sounded a little weird, but
they were mostly in places
where it was so easy to say
that the noise could have been
from something else and we
couldn’t really conclude that
it was a paranormal thing,”
Wade said.
Wade
said
non-members will approach them and
tell stories about odd things
they’ve seen, but the club has
“never really experienced any-

FIFA

from B1
tic than ever. Some actual skill
is involved in dispossessing
your opponent rather than just
mashing one button. Timing
and position — just like in actual soccer — is more important in this year’s version of
the game.

Perhaps some of you folks male and female genitalia.
ways, Puddle of Mudd’s song
recall a little ditty by a fellow
In addition to conveying “Control” states, “I can’t connamed James Brown, entitled their ignorance regarding lady trol you. You’re not the one
“It’s a Man’s Man’s World.” parts, AC/DC is also being for me, no.”
In this song, Brown states all sexist. According to AC/DC,
To me, this implies that a
of the various accomplish- a woman who is attractive woman that cannot be “conments men have made over the “likes to crawl all around the trolled” is not desirable.
course of world history: “Man floor on her hands and knees,
Buckcherry’s “Crazy B--made electric light to take us because she likes to please h” is self-explanatory; but for
out of the dark. Man made the me.”
those who haven’t heard their
boat for the water, like Noah
The wildly popular Scor- feeble attempt at conveying
made the ark.”
pions tune “Rock You Like a pure masculinity, I can briefBut, he says, man would be Hurricane” includes the lyr- ly recapitulate the song for
nowhere without the women ics, “The b---h is hungry / she you: Dear woman, you may
and girls standing by while needs to tell / so give her inch- be mentally unstable, but that
they are performing great es and feed her well.” Need I is of no consequence to me.
feats. Those women are stand- say more?
You’re a great lay, and that’s
ing idly by, serving the suMost sexist rock songs that all that matters.
perficial needs of these men have infiltrated modern mainThere is too much sexwho have the capacity to hold stream fall into a category I ism to quote in Nickelback’s
up the world on their own. It loathingly call “dude rock.” song “Figured You Out.” The
shouldn’t come as any sur- Bands of this genre feature thought of even looking up
prise, that James Brown was vocalists in dire need of a Nickelback lyrics makes my
arrested several times from throat lozenge. Usually, over- brain melt. But if you would
1990 until his death on charg- ly-distorted guitars mash out like a prime example of sexes of domestic abuse.
power chords — sometimes in ism in modern songwriting,
Working our way down the a dropped tuning — to accom- look up the lyrics. If you
classic rock and roll timeline pany the vocalists.
aren’t already too desensitized
brings us to
to sexism, you
more recent
may even be
efforts. The
offended.
Most sexist rock songs that have
late ’70s and
If I were a
’80s served
modern wominfiltrated modern mainstream fall
as prime time
an being told,
into a category I loathingly call ‘dude
for sexist lyri“Shush girl,
rock.’ Bands of this genre feature
cism.
shut your lips,
In
1975,
do the Helen
vocalists in dire need of a throat lozenge
AC/DC
reKeller
and
leased a song
talk with your
called “She’s
hips,” I would
Got Balls.” This is perhaps a
Quintessential examples of not find that particularly aptestament to the failure of mid- “dude rockers” include Nick- pealing. If “dude rockers” are
20th century British sexual ed- elback, Seether, Buckcherry really so desperate to convey
ucation. Clearly, the members and Puddle of Mudd. Besides messages of male superiority,
of AC/DC are very confused being absolutely asinine and they are probably over-comabout the differences between contradictory in so many pensating for something.

Halloween film
mold with laughs
couple that advertises his unique
brand of services.
Eager for any sort of soluOnce upon a time, Alec Bald- tion, Adam and Barbara call
win was attractive, MTV played bio-exorcist Beetlejuice to help
music videos and Winona Ryder them solve their pesky probmade good movies. This all-but- lem. Unfortunately for the two,
forgotten
Beetlejuice turns out to be more
era is now
of a pain than a problem-solver,
known as
and they find themselves deep in
the ’80s
paranormal debt.
and it gave
It will come as no shock to
us many
fans of the genre that the delightpop culfully eerie, kitschy mind behind
ture gems,
“Beetlejuice” is Tim Burton,
not
the
the man who brought us “The
least
of
Nightmare Before Christmas,”
which is The Reel Deal “Edward Scissorhands” and the
“Beetleincredibly creepy remake of
By Kayla Riley
juice,” a
“Willy Wonka and the Chocolate
campy
Factory.”
little flick worth a watch this All
If you’re a member of the
Hallow’s Eve.
scaredy-cat crowd, “Beetlejuice”
The aforementioned Baldwin is the Halloween movie for you.
is Adam, and he and his wife There’s no reason you can’t take
Barbara, played by Geena Da- part in the fun of quality holiday
vis, are struggling to hang on to entertainment just because you’re
their beautiful home while eager a major wimp. “Beetlejuice” is
buyers vie for it. But after fend- packed with cheesy special efing off nosy neighbors and mys- fects and easily-won laughs.
terious new inhabitants of their
Plus, did I mention that Alec
home, they realize they are fresh Baldwin is good-looking in this?
new members of the afterlife.
I’m talking pre-overgrown-chestAfter the fateful car accident hair and right-wing-Republicanthey thought they had survived, on-“30-Rock” attractive. Trust
Adam and Barbara must band me on this.
together as they explore the afKeaton is a brilliantly unexterlife hand in hand, but it gets pected villain here, having pera bit sticky when an obnoxious fected comedic timing, slapstick
metropolitan couple and their and an evil cackle all in one
moody, sullen daughter move in character. Davis and Baldwin
to their vacant home.
are a believable, naive young
A marvelously melancholy couple having just crossed over,
Winona Ryder is Lydia, a disen- but the real stand-out, apart from
chanted youth who has reluctant- Keaton, is Ryder as the depresly been relocated to the middle sive Lydia, with her deadpan huof
nowhere.
mor and gothic
When
she
getup.
discovers the
“BeetlePlus, did I mention
dead duo and is
juice” is proof
that Alec Baldwin is
magically able
that Hallowto see them,
een
flicks
good-looking in this?
unlike her pardon’t need to
I’m talking pre-overents, she is
be out for a
grown-chest-hair and scare to be a
more than willing to do anysuccess. It was
right-wing-Republithing she can
commercially
can-on-”30-Rock”
to help kick her
well-received,
parents out of
ultimately
attractive. Trust
the house for
grossing almost
me on this
good.
$75 million in
As Adam
the box office.
and Barbara
While Winona
wander through the wonderful Ryder moved on to forgettable
world of the deceased, they find chick flicks and Geena Davis
that haunting is tricky business became a blip on the star-scape
and after meeting a host of de- after a memorable performance
ranged, disturbing dead folks, in “A League of Their Own,”
they admit to themselves that Baldwin and Keaton continue to
they’re in way over their heads.
find success in Hollywood.
Who better to help than a
Just as Bogart and Bergman
heavily-made-up Michael Ke- will “always have Paris,” Davis,
aton as the obnoxious, take-no- Ryder, Baldwin and Keaton will
prisoners Beetlejuice? Beetle- always have “Beetlejuice” to
juice is an expert con artist in the look back on and we’ll always
land of the no-longer-living and have it for a laugh when Hallowhe runs an ad for the desperate een rolls around.
Column

thing actually creepy.”
Aside from “ghost hunting,” the club does a host of
other things related to the
paranormal.
“We have a lot of discussions in the club about anything
paranormal-related,
[about cryptids like] Bigfoot,
the Loch Ness Monster, things
like that. It can be ghosts, the
afterlife, different psychic
methods like tarot cards and
what we believe in, what we
don’t believe in,” Wade said.
The club isn’t only full of
paranormal disciples who are
determined ghosts and similar things exist and are in our
midst. Plenty of members
share contrasting viewpoints,
which bolsters debates and
multi-faceted discussions.
The Paranormal Investigation Club can’t help their
association with Halloween,
so they take advantage of the
season as a prime fundraising
opportunity.
“Halloween is our best
time to make money for our
club. [In] our bake sales, we
try to decorate our foods to
look creepy [and] we try to

have haunted houses set up
or something like that,” Wade
said.
The club also tries to hold
an investigation around Halloween, their next target being
the area around the bike path
behind the New Balance Student Recreation Center.
“We had a guest speaker
last year who said he’s heard
that those places are very
haunted and he himself thinks
they are, so we’re just going
to check it out,” Wade said.
Most of the club’s fundraising efforts are put toward
a bigger-scale trip to a place
with an avid paranormal history. The next site they hope
to visit is Salem, Mass., the
location of the 1692 Salem
Witch Trials.
“Some people [in the club]
haven’t been there,” said
Wade. “We’ll probably look at
cemeteries [and] go to old sites
that people say are haunted. [I
don’t] know if we’ll investigate them, but it’ll be nice to
go.”
The club has gained a bit of
a stigma as a breeding ground
for people who are “really

crazy,” but Wade says the club
is open to all sorts of people,
including non-believers in the
paranormal.
“Some of us are the complete opposite of [the believers] and are going there because we want to hear the other
person’s side, or they want to
see what other people think.”
Wade said. “If anyone’s ever
interested in going, whether
they believe in that stuff or
not, they’re welcome to come.
It helps the discussions. If everyone agrees, the club meeting ends in like 15 minutes,
but if people are going back
and forth, it brings a lot of
thoughts out that wouldn’t
have come out otherwise.”
Wade says the club isn’t
always centered on trying to
find peculiarities, occasionally taking time to have movie
nights filled with horror films,
especially around Halloween.
The Paranormal Investigation Club meets on Wednesdays at 7 p.m. in Room 201 of
Winslow Hall. Anyone from
devout believers to skeptics
with a healthy curiosity are
encouraged to check it out.

Beyond defending, the
movement of each player is
outstanding, as the ability to
move any which way opens up
the flow of the game. Passing
options that used to be difficult to find can now be easily
utilized with the right movement of the joystick.
In addition, if you try to
make a pass in the opposite
direction you’re heading or try

to make a difficult pass with
someone who lacks creativity,
the game will recognize it and
the pass or play will most likely be errant. The game plays
more like a soccer game than
a game of pinball on a soccer
field.
A lot of that has to be attributed to the advancements
in the artificial intelligence of
the game, as the computer is

smarter with and without the focus on their career mode.
there. If they’re in bad form,
ball. One of my biggest gripes
Last year’s game gave you stick them on the bench for the
in years passed with FIFA has the opportunity to compete in benefit of the team.
been the lack of intelligence the transfer market at an introWhile I praised FIFA’s vast
for goalies, as they would take ductory level. This year’s game player rating in my last video
their
sweet
game column,
time running
they are still
back to the
far from perline to stop
fect. I enjoy
For the most part, play-by-play don’t
a ball from
their separation
make much difference to me. But with
creeping into
betwen elite
soccer, there better be an Englishman
the net. To my
players
and
surprise, this
mediocre,
but
poetically describing the beautiful game to
year’s
verI can’t imagsion has goal- me or else it doesn’t carry the same sentiment ine what EA
ies diving toSports’ idea of
wards the goal
a perfect socline in hopes
cer player is, if
of stopping a dribbler from not only allows you to bid for Lionel Messi is only a 95 overall
seeping through.
players, but it has some of the and Cristiano Ronaldo is a 92.
Another added element larger and more powerful teams
The commentary has some
that is far from necessary but trying to steal away your top tal- updates this season as well after
should make soccer purists ent.
color-man Andy Gray was let go
happy is the good sportsmanThe new ability to build a for his sexist comments about
ship aspect. One of the funda- youth squad for your team is nice female officials early in 2011.
mental unwritten rules in soc- and now key to a fruitful future He was replaced by Alan Smith,
cer is when there’s an injured for your franchise. You can also who does what a color-commenplayer, the team with posses- hire scouts to scour the globe tator should do — keep quiet for
sion should kick the ball out in hopes of finding the next big the most part. Doing the playof bounds so the player can thing and before big matchups, by-play is still the whimsical
receive treatment, and the you have the chance to speak to Martin Tyler.
other team throws it back to the media and comment on the
For the most part, play-bythe original team that kicked state of your team, the opposing play don’t make much difference
it out.
team or your players.
to me. But with soccer, there betOf course, that wouldn’t
The players on your teams ter be an Englishman poetically
normally happen in a video have more of a personality that describing the beautiful game to
game, as the A.I. didn’t keep you need to manage or else your me or else it doesn’t carry the
tabs on why you kicked the squad could crash and burn. The same sentiment. FIFA 12 stays
ball out. This year, however, only thing you had to take into with that theme brilliantly.
you are rewarded if you do the consideration before was how
Overall, FIFA 12 is a mustright thing.
much energy each player had own for any soccer lover. If
While FIFA revamped their and make substitutions based you’re a casual fan of the “beaugameplay and graphics to close on that. Now, with the addition tiful game,” purchase FIFA 12
the gap with previous other of form and morale, you have for your favorite console and it
sports games, it wasn’t until to make sure that your players will help complete your converthis year that they put added get an occasional start here and sion.
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CD Review:

Movie Review:
‘The Three Musketeers’

You Me at Six, ‘Sinners Never Sleep’

Big-name cast can’t save historically inaccurate remake

British alternative rockers uninspiring on mediocre record
By Alex
Tranchemontagne

For The Maine Campus

Impacts Pictures

By Hillary Nason

For The Maine Campus
This is not your classical
adventure film.
It is a booby-trap full of
buffoonery at the sword, nonsensical courtly talk, anachronistic humor and silly plots.
You don’t need to read Rotten
Tomatoes to know “The Three
Musketeers” was a tanker for
historical action film and Alexandre Dumas fans.
The opening line of the
movie: “Europe is a powder
keg waiting to explode in a
war that will engulf the entire
continent.” This depicts the
revisionist era in which it is
set. At the center of pre-explosion zone is King Louis XIII’s
power struggle with his adviser, the Cardinal. Europe is in
complete chaos and in need of
a savior.
Each musketeer makes a
sneaky, spy-like entrance into
the plot. Love-beaten Athos,
played by Matthew Macfayden,
the pious Aramis, played by
Luke Evans and brutal Porthos,
portrayed by Ray Stevenson,
are at England’s service. They
spend their time awaiting a
cause getting drunk.
The ambitious and hot
D’Artagnan, played by Logan
Lerman, with Buttercup, his
dalmatian-colored steed, by
his side, engages in challenging grown men to sword fight
in his quest to become a musketeer. His first challenge is
with Captain Rochefort over
his horse being called a cow.
D’Artagnan demands an apology be made to Buttercup or
he will kill the captain.

Lips

from B1
added.
Coyne also warned his legion
of fans that, in typical fashion,
The Flaming Lips would be using a variety of intense strobe
lights and effects, and that if fans
felt affected by the lights, they
should simply “look away.”
With that, the lights went
down and Coyne began to rock
in the good company of stoic
guitarist Michael Ivins, young
percussionist Derek Brown,
drummer Kliph Spurlock and
lively keyboard player, guitarist
and vocalist Stephen Drozd.
The Flaming Lips tossed out
a few hits, like the ultra-catchy
“Yeah Yeah Yeah Song,” and
select tracks from their latest but
not greatest album effort, “Embryonic.”
It was as if Coyne had invited
everyone to his 6th birthday party, with giant, colorful balloons
floating overhead passed from
hand to hand and confetti floating
endlessly through the air. Midsong, Coyne fervently popped a
giant balloon with the tip of his
guitar, spreading bits of colored
paper over the crowd and several
unimpressed bouncers.
Described on their site as an
“Oklahoma psychedelic rock
band,” The Flaming Lips are no
passing fad. With strong, ethereal vocals, unforgettable instrumentals and more funky flair
than a 1970s nightclub and indie
flick combined, it is no surprise
that the band has been jamming
since 1986.
Bare feet and sparkly body
paint were a staple at the show,
as were wild hairstyles, from

The only thing saving it from being a
complete tragedy is the laughter it manages
to achieve. If you’re feeling blue, go to this
movie and realize there are bigger failures
Of course he is spared or
he wouldn’t have run into the
three musketeers one after the
other on his first day in France.
He challenges them all to
sword fights at the same time
and place.
The lad proves worthy in
sword handling skills, but
not so dashing in skills with
the ladies when his countryboy attitude displeases one of
the queen’s ladies in waiting.
When the musketeers decide
to bring him how like a stray
puppy they declare, “We are
warriors, but there is no war
to fight. What we need is a
cause.”
The sexy Milady de Winter, played by Milla Jovovich,
clearly doesn’t only have eyes
for a man — the French throne
is her desire. She teams up
with Buckingham and the Cardinal as a double-agent, out to
deceive the best.
The main plot of the movie
that ignites war between France
and Buckingham is from stealing the queen’s diamonds and
scandalous love letters to illustrate their mysterious disappearance. The queen is at
despair so her lady-in-waiting
rushes to D’Atagnan’s lair,
with only a kiss to convince
him to steal back the diamonds.
The Musketeers switch to warrior-mode with cause at their
sword-tips.
Bottom line: Sex sells. Each
a neon green mop of curls to a
spiky black and blond bed-head.
Though no expression of personal style was off-limits, it was a
no-niche audience. Music lovers
young and old gathered to hear
the magical musical stylings of
Coyne and his counterparts.
Even without the pizzazz,
The Flaming Lips shine. While
piles of confetti, enormous balloons and the man himself rolling overhead in a giant plastic
ball were nice, The Flaming Lips
didn’t need to cover their talent in special effects like many
bands often do.
Coyne and company were
flanked by several women wearing skimpy Dorothy costumes,
along with a man in a bizarre,
oversized alien costume and one
dressed as a tin man. The Flaming Lips know how to have fun,
and better yet, they know just
how to ensure that with a wide
audience.
With the bittersweet nostalgia
of a wonderful moment coming to an end, The Flaming Lips
drew out the final bars of one of
their most loved songs, “Do You
Realize?” as the show’s encore.
As the crowd sang along with
their hands in the air, Coyne held
on to each note. The confetti
cannons continued to burst forth
as the larger-than-life disco ball
turned slowly above the stage.
The crowd could not tear from
the beauty of the moment by the
most raucous of fans, and as
their feet stuck to the neglected
beer on the State Theatre floor, a
sense of satisfied calm swept the
crowd.
After a quarter-century of
rocking and rolling, it is clear
The Flaming Lips are here to
stay.

female is dressed with cleavage
pouring out of her extravagant
dress. When they speak, they
bat their eyelashes and smile.
You begin to wonder if anyone
has an IQ above 40. Every man
besides D’Artagnan is decked
out like a Christmas tree. King
Louis’ attire resembles a leprechaun dressed for Mardi Gras.
As Orlando Bloom enters
as Duke of Buckingham with
a style that would make David
Bowie gasp, his slimy attitude
surfaces immediately. This is
Orlando Bloom’s first role as
a villain, and he tanked. Some
actors should stay cast in heartthrob, female audience-wooing roles and Orlando Bloom
is one of them.
The actors leap into action with slow-motion ballerina twirls from unreasonable
heights and all weaponry assault used takes place in bullet
time.
The movie is completely
inaccurate, historically speaking. It lacks humor since all of
the inaccuracies come off as
silly.
The only thing saving it
from being a complete tragedy
is the laughter it manages to
achieve. If you’re feeling blue,
go to this movie and realize
there are bigger failures.

Grade: D

You Me at Six are an British alternative rock band that
formed in 2004 but started to
gain popularity in 2008. Their
debut album, “Take Off Your
Colours,” had a few songs
that made it to the official
U.K. singles chart. You Me at
Six were a classic yet inspiring story of a indie rock band
gaining steam and making it to
the charts.
Sadly, things haven’t been
as good as they once were for
You Me at Six. In an awkward
attempt to merge rap with
rock, You Me at Six released
a single with American hiphop group Chiddy Bang. The
song was poor but great for a
laugh.
Since then, You Me at Six
have been on a slippery slope band’s songs. The rest of the
of mediocrity.
CD starts to follow this trend,
It’s been over 18 months as nearly every song sounds
since their last album, so you the same and the entire album
would think they would have sounds like a bunch of other
had plenty of time to create bad albums we’ve all heard
more catchy and meaningful before.
songs. Sadly, with “Sinners
Tracks like “Little Death,”
Never Sleep,”
“No One Does
that is not the
It
Better,”
case.
What
“Reckless”
You Me and
and “Little Bit
Six deliver is I’m guessing the band’s of Truth” are
a cookie-cutflat out bortarget demographic
ter record.
ing. They are
This
12is younger girls by
plagued with
song album
lyrics,
the way they present strange
opens up with
boring chothemselves, so You
the lead single
ruses and lame
“Lover Boy.”
verses and are
Me at Six will likely
The opening
just incredibly
be able to get away
vocal line is
generic, semiinteresting
with songs like these upbeat tunes.
and lays the
I’m guessground
for
ing the band’s
the
instrutarget demoments during
graphic
is
the
verses.
younger girls
The chorus is decent and fairly by the way they present themcatchy with only four chords. selves, so You Me at Six will
The guitar solo is tame, but the likely be able to get away with
verses save the song from be- songs like these.
ing completely boring.
Further into the record, we
The next few songs, like hear “When We Were Young“Jaws on the Floor” and “This er” and “Crash.” These are two
is the First Thing,” aren’t bad, slower songs that are present
but they don’t do anything to on every other album like this
set them apart from any other to prove these bad boys do

Virgin Records

have a soft side. Like nearly
every song before them, these
two are monotonous and uninspired.
On the other hand, “Time
is Money” is a faster song that
proves that these bad boys are,
in fact, bad boys.
To be fair, not every song
is garbage. “Lover Boy” isn’t
bad and “Bite My Tongue”
and “The Dilemma” are pretty
good as well. “The Dilemma”
is a catchy song that incorporates brass instruments, a nice
touch that adds much needed
diversity.
“Bite My Tongue” features
Oli Sykes, from fellow English band Bring Me The Horizon. The song is close to being
another generic track, but Oli
shakes things up for the better. In fact, Oli’s minute-long
guest spot is one of the best
60-second stretches on the record.
This album could have
been a pretty good EP. The
highlights would have made a
decent collection, but with the
rest of the characterless tracks,
it’s one of the least interesting
releases to hit stores this year.

Grade: C-
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Friday, Oct. 28

Upcoming
Games

Women’s hockey
vs. Northeastern
2 p.m.
Men’s hockey
vs. Providence
7 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 29
Field hockey
vs. Vermont
1 p.m.
Football
at Villanova
3:30 p.m.

Men’s hockey
vs. Providence
7 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 30
Men’s basketball
at Fisher
12 p.m.

Women’s basketball
vs. New Brunswick
2 p.m.
Women’s hockey
at Boston College
TBA
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Manipulating lineups, finding
next gem key to fantasy glory
Murray excels in Dallas, Thomas worth picking up in Saints’ crowded backfield
What’s Your Fantasy?
Week 7 was gross. Not
skater-term gross, but gross in
the way that makes you question why
you spent
upwards
of seven
h o u r s
making
a smelly
indent in
the couch,
being anyBy Charlie
thing but
Merritt
productive.
B a d
football,
low fantasy production and
a worse Monday night game
may have forced you to watch
the World Series — but all is
well in Fantasyland, and I’ll
tell you a few ways that you,
or at least your fantasy team,
can be productive this Sunday.
If you haven’t figured it out
yet, winning a fantasy football
league is contingent on playing
the correct lineup when taking
in consideration bye weeks, injuries and who is playing well.
By Week 8, all three are huge
factors.
For the quarterback position, look for the Rams’ Sam
Bradford as a fill-in. Bradford

Hockey
from B6

to incorporate, jumping out to
that early lead could be vital.
“You have two teams with
a lot of new players shuffling
into their lineup, so I think
getting the lead [early] will be
important,” Whitehead said.
“That’s not unusual for most
teams, but I think especially
early in the season, with our
two teams in particular, it will
be important.”

missed last week with a high
ankle sprain and was seen
walking in a boot on Monday.
Despite that, Bradford almost
played last week and is most
likely to get the start against
the Saints, who have given up
the fifth-most fantasy points to
QB’s this year.
Bradford had receivers
that couldn’t catch water if
they fell out of a boat before
the arrival of wideout Brandon Lloyd. Bradford has had
a bad season thus far, it’s easy
to make big plays with wide
receiver Denario Alexander.
The Rams will air it out, having nothing to lose at 0-6, and
Bradford must be excited to
use his weapon of the future in
Lloyd.
Redskins quarterback John
Beck played like a stud against
the poorly defending Panthers,
going off for 279 yards and a
touchdown in the air, as well
as a touchdown on the ground.
Don’t expect Beck to continue to flirt with 20 points — I
mean, he couldn’t beat out Rex
Grossman in the preseason —
but he has another favorable
matchup against the Bills, who
have given up the seventhmost points to QB’s.
Cowboys running back Demarco Murray reassured us
that the Rams are a pretty bad

Regardless of the weekend’s outcome, both the Black
Bears and the Friars have a
long way to go before they
figure out where they stand in
the HEC.
“Just one look at the standing in Hockey East right now,
with UNH at the bottom and
Providence close to the top —
It tells you that anything can
happen,” Whitehead said.
The Black Bears’ weekend
series with the Friars begins
Friday at 7 p.m.

football team. The rookie set a
team rushing record last week,
frying up a 30-burger for fantasy owners and going off for
253 yards and a score. Murray won’t reach those numbers this week, but his performance has clearly earned him
some carries for at least a few
weeks moving forward. The
Cowboys have an NFC East
showdown against the Eagles,
who have forfeited the secondmost fantasy points to running
backs. Murray is set up to have
another big day.
Saints running back Pierre
Thomas enjoyed his best day
of the season last week when
the Saints exploded for 61
points against the helpless
Colts. Quick side note: I don’t
miss seeing Peyton Manning’s
giraffe-esque neck in every
other commercial on Sundays.
Back to the point: Pierre
didn’t touch pay dirt but finished with 57 yards rushing
and 68 yards receiving. The
best news for Thomas owners is that fellow running back
Mark Ingram suffered a minor heel injury at the end of
the game and will most likely
miss this weekend’s game. The
Saints are playing the Rams on
Sunday, and with the promising fantasy matchups and quarterback Drew Brees playing at

a historic pace, expect Thomas
to have another great day and
find the endzone. Endzone or
not, the Saints will be moving
the ball at will and Thomas figures to be a large part of the
game plan.
I want to send so many angry letters to ’Skins head coach
Mike Shanahan. I hate to endorse Redskins running backs
after how frustrating they have
been to fantasy owners, but
Ryan Torain has got to be the
man now in Washington. Tim
Hightower’s season ended due
to a torn ACL and you would
think Torain would get the bulk
of the carries. He has a great
chance to prove his worth this
weekend facing the Bills who
have given up the eighth-most
fantasy points to backs.
My last note this week:
Do not bench Titans running
back Chris Johnson. Don’t
even think about it, because
the week you do, he will go
off. There is no way the running back who has had the best
three seasons to start his career
in the history of the NFL is all
of a sudden going to be completely ineffective. I would
be surprised if he doesn’t get
it going against the Colts this
weekend, as I can’t bring myself to say that this is a lost
season for Johnson.

NHL

straight trippin’. Here are
three teams that need to wake
up and regain their swagger.

by, who each plan to return
this season, imagine how lethal their offense will be with
the two back later.

1. Columbus Blue Jackets
Columbus has already fallen.
Sitting at a lowly 1-7-1 with
three points on the season, the
Blue Jackets are in desperate
need of a wake-up call.
The Blue Jackets have a minus-9 goal differential as they
have allowed 31 goals — tied
for second worst in the league
— and have scored 21 times.

from B6

2. Washington Capitals
The Caps are the only team
in the league with a better goal
differential than the Penguins
at plus-16, as they have scored
30 goals and allowed 14.
Washington is undefeated
with seven wins and have been
tough to beat at home, picking
up five wins in D.C. in five
attempts. If Washington had
played a few more games on
the road, they might be the
No. 1 team “keeping it real,”
but for now they rest at No. 2.
The Capitals are winning
games in team fashion, as
eight players have acquired
five or more points. The addition of Tomas Vokoun is proving to be a great off-season
pickup for a team that is traditionally plagued by goaltender
issues, as Vokoun is 6-0 with a
1.88 goals against average and
a .944 save percentage.
Expect Washington to keep
it real all season with a deep
bench and the addition of
strong goaltending.
3. The Dallas Stars
What? The Stars are “keeping it real?”
The Stars are usually the
epitome of when “real” goes
wrong, and it seems odd that
a team from Texas other than
the Dallas Mavericks or the
Texas Rangers is playing well,
as the Stars are 7-2-2.
Hockey purists know Jamie
Benn, Mike Ribeiro, Steve Ott
and Loui Eriksson, but in case
none of those names ring a
bell — which wouldn’t shock
anyone — Sheldon Souray and
Michael Ryder ought to jolt a
few memories.
Every NHL fan knows of
Dallas’ leading scorer, Benn,
but in case someone has not
heard of the 22-year-old Canadian left wing, look him and
his eight points up.
The Stars may not be atop
the leaderboard after 82 games,
but for now they are a threat to
any team they face.
As for the teams that aren’t
“keeping it real,” well, they’re

Crossword
Solution
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2. Montreal Canadiens
It is painful for this writer
to talk about his favorite team
like this, but Montreal earned
their spot on the list of teams
that are tripping up like fools.
The Habs are 1-5-2 for
a whopping four points and
have given up eight more
goals than they have scored,
having found the back of the
net 18 times and allowing 26
goals into their own net.
Montreal is plagued by injuries to their top offensive
and defensive players and
goalie Carey Price is playing
so-so at best. The Canadiens
can turn it around if they can
get healthy and Price wakes
up, but for now they are tripping up.
3. Boston Bruins
The Bruins earned a spot on
the tripping list for two reasons: They are the defending
champs and are 2-4-0 at home
to this point and are playing
with no sense of urgency.
Also, it sets up perfectly
after Montreal made the list at
No. 2 and the two teams face
off against each other tonight
at the Garden.
Boston is 3-5-0 for six
points and their goal differential is even as they have
scored and allowed 19 goals
this season. Worrisome for
the Bruins is the fact that they
do not seem to have the same
team resolve they carried last
season, and they are losing at
home — something that must
be corrected.
With a key match-up against
a heated rival that they made
an epic comeback against in
the playoffs last year, the Bruins have a chance to take a solid step off the tripping-up list
tonight and must do so.
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UM women’s basketball preps for season
Black Bears welcome New Brunswick in exhibition game before opening season at Central Connecticut State
By Liam Nee

For The Maine Campus
After the departure of fouryear coach Cindy Blodgett last
winter following the team’s
worst season in school history —
a disastrous record of 4-25 — the
University of Maine women’s
basketball team is ready for a
new beginning.
With the addition of five freshmen and new head coach Richard
Barron for 2011, they get just that
— along with some hope.
Barron’s new coaching staff
includes assistant coach and recruiting coordinator Jill Poe, with

17 years of experience; assistant
coach Amy Vachon, a UMaine
women’s basketball alumna and
2000 graduate; assistant coach
Jhasmin Player, a 2009 graduate
of Baylor University and leading
player for Barron during his tenure there; and director of basketball operations Tracy Guerrette,
a UMaine women’s basketball
alumna and 2003 graduate.
The Black Bears return nine
players from last season. Guard
Tanna Ross was the only graduating senior, and five freshmen
were added to the roster over the
summer.
Prior to coaching at North

File photo

Sophomore guard Ashleigh Roberts and the University of
Maine women’s basketball team hosts New Brunswick on Sunday for their only preseason game before starting the season
at Central Connecticut State.

Basketball
from B6

ser saw 17 minutes of action per
game.
“Me and Aly are really stepping into those spots,” Allison
said. “Aly’s more of a scorer
and I’m more a defender. He
gets more of the defensive [rebounds], I get more of the offensive — everything flows really
well with us.
“[2011 graduate] Troy [Barnies] had such a phenomenal
year that it cut the minutes for the
four down quite a bit,” Allison
added. “But when we did step in,
we brought something new to the
table. We’re in a good position
right now.”
“Honestly, I don’t know how
worried we were about [our
down-low play],” Woodward
said. “We were a very deep basketball team last year — unusually deep. As far as our bigs go,
if you came into our practice last
year and didn’t know our team, it
would be tough to try and guess
our starters for bigs.”
With the absence of a tradi-

tional swingman, the Black Bears
are resorting to a three-guard set
that will increase the pace of the
game for UMaine as they look to
run the floor.
“We want to get up and
down, a lot of pressure and fullcourt defense,” McLemore said.
“We’re a little bit smaller at the
wing position, but we want to get
up and down a little more.”
But with a number of players occupying similar positions,
it may be difficult early in the
season for the Black Bears to
find the best combination of the
players.
“That’s what we’re trying to
figure out now,” McLemore said.
“We’re similar height, similar
athleticism. It’s tough having the
same height on both wings, but
we haven’t quite figured it out
yet. It will be our challenge figuring out where those pieces go.”
One of those pieces is freshman guard Justin Edwards. A top
prospect out of Canada, Edwards
is athletically gifted and has a
quick step to the hoop with explosive finishing ability.
“It was definitely a good opportunity to play a lot, coming

Carolina State University, Barron served as women’s associate
head coach and recruiting coordinator for Baylor University. It
was at Baylor where Barron was
responsible for recruiting the
country’s top-ranked high school
player in Brittney Griner — a 6foot-8-inch powerhouse who became the seventh woman to dunk
in a college basketball game.
In terms of the upcoming season’s expectations, Barron hasn’t
set any.
“It’s premature for me to, because I’m still learning what our
players can and can’t do,” Barron
said. “I don’t know our competition well enough to make those
judgments.”
Instead, Barron has implemented a certain checklist of
points to go over before the season begins.
“There are a lot of things
we’re trying to get through here
in the beginning, so we’re prepared for whatever we might see
when the season comes around,”
he said.
Barron also spent six seasons
as the women’s head coach at
Princeton University, as well as
the women’s head coach and assistant men’s coach at the University of the South for a combined
total of nine seasons in separate
tenures.
Senior guard Samantha
Wheeler is back this season to
play her final year at UMaine
after suffering a season-ending
injury last season after just five
games. She will most likely lead
the team into battle — as long
as she’s in good health — along
with sophomore guard Ashleigh
Roberts, who was the Black
Bears’ top scorer last year with
10.7 points per game.
Most likely, the other guard to
join Roberts in the starting lineup will be senior guard Brittany
Williams, but sophomore Amber
Smith and junior Rachele Burns
— who was also injured for most
of last season — could see some
quality time in the two or three
spots.
As for underneath the basket, expect to see junior forward
Corinne Wellington and 2010
team shot block-leading sophomore forward Ali Nalivaika share
time with Wheeler.

The American East ConferWalczak comes from Lee, “Certainly, [the five freshmen]
ence released their 2011 pre- N.H., and is an alumna of Oys- will have to contribute … we will
season poll for women’s basket- ter River High School, located have to rely on them.”
ball on Oct. 13. The Black Bears in Durham, N.H., where she talIn a way, Barron believes the
were selected to finish last, in lied a total of 1,199 career points freshmen might have an easier
ninth place.
— averaging 19.2 points, 8.9 time adjusting to the new season.
“That’s where this team fin- rebounds, 3.7 assists, 3.5 blocks
“[The five freshmen are] goished last year, and it’s not like and 3.3 steals per game — and ing through growing pains and
we [are] all of sudden bringing was decorated with numerous changes just like everybody
back three all-conference players recognitions, including 2011 Ga- else,” Barron said. “In some
who were out last year and now torade Player of the Year, Miss ways, they may have an advanare back,” Barron said. “You Basketball New Hampshire, Mc- tage in that they don’t have to
don’t know — nobody knows Donald’s All-American nominee un-learn the differences … they
how good we’re going to be, in- and three-time First Team All- might not have some of the tencluding us.”
State.
dencies that I’m trying to change
When it comes to first-year
Anderson
comes
from and that may make it easier for
coaching opportunities, Barron Greene, Maine, and is an alumna them.”
has had quite the record of suc- of Leavitt Area High School in
The Black Bears begin their
cess.
Turner, Maine where she ended season this Sunday with an exIn his first year
hibition game
with Princeton, Baragainst the Uni“They’re all new to me. We don’t
ron turned a dying
versity of New
look at the seniors differently than
program — one that
Brunswick at
we look at the freshmen.”
went 2-25 in the sea2 p.m. in the
son prior to his arrival
Alfond Arena.
— into one of the
Richard Barron UNB is already
most improved in the
Head coach 10 games into
country, going 11-16
UMaine women’s basketball their season and
in his first season. At
2-7 overall, to
NC State, his guidance helped her career point total with 1,465 which Barron explains is an ina team that was ranked ninth in and averaged 22.3 points, six teresting aspect since his team
the preseason finish fifth in the rebounds, 3.8 steals and 4.4 re- has yet to play a game this seaAtlantic Coast Conference and bounds during her senior year. son and has a brand new coachmake it to the ACC tournament She was a McDonald’s All- ing staff.
finals.
American nominee and the Lew“[New Brunswick has] been
The irony between his prior iston Sun Journal’s Player of the going at it [for some time now],
first-year coaching years and his Year.
and the coach has also been there
current situation with UMaine
Knight comes from Alfred, before, so all of his returning
make this year’s upcoming sea- Maine, and is an alumna of Cath- players understand his style and
son a hopeful one.
erine McAuley High School in things like that,” Barron said. “It
Five new Black Bears will Portland, where she averaged 16 will be interesting to see how we
see time on the court this season, points, eight rebounds and three do against a team that is a little
with the incoming freshman class assists. She was a McDonald’s further along in their season.”
including guards Amber Dillon All-American nominee, a Miss
Barron shows glimmers of
and Kelsey Mattice, forward Basketball Maine finalist and hope for this program to be
Danielle Walczak and Maine-na- 2011 Maine State Champion.
turned around. His optimistic yet
tive guards Courtney Anderson
When asked for his thoughts driven personality is just what
and Rebecca Knight.
on the freshman class, Barron this program needs, and opening
Dillon comes from Jamaica stressed the five are no different the team’s first official practice to
Plain, Mass., and is an alumna than the rest of the team.
the public on Oct. 2 was just the
of Brookline High School, where
“They’re all new to me,” Bar- start to a season that shouldn’t
she scored over 1,000 total ron said. “We don’t look at the disappoint fans.
points, averaging 18 points, five seniors differently than we look
“If we find that we’re comassists and three steals per game at the freshmen.”
petitive and can challenge in the
and earning a bronze medal while
According to Barron, the five conference, that’s great,” Barron
playing in Europe during the Ju- freshmen will play a large role on said. “But what I really hope is
nior Olympics.
the team during the early season that we lay a foundation for the
Mattice comes from Cicero, because they currently make up future of the program, in terms
N.Y., and is an alumna of Cicero- half of the team’s healthy players our of work ethic … discipline
North Syracuse High School, on the roster.
… [and] … understanding of the
where she averaged 10 points,
“We’re going to try and put fundamentals of the game … and
eight assists and two steals per the best team on the court that that we improve everyday.
game and was named to numer- we can, and right now, we have
“I think that if we can do that
ous first teams during her high 10 healthy players, so half of this season,” he added, “it will be
school career.
those are freshmen,” Barron said. a success.”

here, and it’s
Wo o d a good conferward admitted
ence,” Edwards
that Edwards
said. “I’m lookcaught his eye
ing forward to
immediately
playing with
but was pleased
some of the
with the entire
players here;
incoming class
when I visited I
he was able to
got along with
recruit.
all of them and
“I
think
I was really
they’re
all
comfortable.”
excellent for
Edwards is
us. Everyone
expected to be
had high-end
one of the catav i s i b i l i t y, ”
lysts for points
Wo o d w a r d
this
season,
said.
“Cerbut with some
tainly Justin’s
spots
intera guy we liked
changeable, he
as soon as we
may find himFile photo saw him play
self handling the The University of Maine men’s
— we liked
ball — some- basketball team opens the regu- everything he
thing he’s com- lar season on Nov. 14 against the did. Certainly
fortable with.
[freshman
University of Maine-at Machias.
“On this type
guard] Noam
of team we have scorers and I [Laish] had a lot of accolades as
like to penetrate a lot, so if I don’t well. [Freshman forward] Killian
finish at the rim I can dish it to [Cato] is a guy we’ve been folGerald to hit the three, or dish it lowing for a couple years. [Freshoff to Aly or Mike for the dunk,” man guard] Xavier [Pollard] was
Edwards said.
one of the leading scorers of all

UM field hockey senior day

Jesse Scardina •
Sports Editor
The University
of Maine field
hockey team
hosts their final
game of the
season against
the University of
Vermont on Saturday at 1 p.m.
at the UMaine
field hockey
complex.

New England prep schools last
year.”
Other ball handlers on the
team include co-captains Raheem Singleton and Andrew
Rogers; both are seniors and are
capable of putting up points.
“Raheem Singleton is a guy
who has been playing great. He
got himself in terrific shape,”
Woodward said. “We’re a team
with a lot of guards and a lot of
bigs, so there will be time where
he’ll be playing off the ball. Our
guards are interchangeable.
“We have a number of different guys who can handle the basketball, a number of guys who
can penetrate and kick — our
quickness becomes our advantage,” Woodward added. “The
other thing about it is our bigs are
significantly bigger.”
Of those bigs, five are originally from another country. Almost half of the roster is made up
of foreign-born players.
“We’ve had foreign guys here
for a long time. We’ve always

had an international influence
and of course there’s pockets of
places we recruit from anyway,”
Woodward said. “It’s been nice
that they all have a lot of fun with
each other. It’s a chance for some
outstanding chemistry.”
Switching from the traditional lineup of two guards,
two forwards and a center, the
three-guard set gives this group
of players more versatility and
plays toward their strengths.
“You always adjust to the
personnel you have and this is
a team that has a chance to be
an explosive offense and get up
and down the court,” Woodward
said. “We’re going with three
guards on almost everything we
do, and there’s not a problem
with that. There are a lot of teams
in our league that play with three
guards and there’s been great
teams at UMaine since I’ve been
here with three guards.”
The Black Bears open the season in an exhibition game against
Fisher College Sunday at noon.
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Scoreboard

Women’s basketball
opens season Sunday

Jaguars (Mon.) 12 7 Ravens
Rangers (Mon.) 4 2 Cardinals
Liverpool (Tues.) 2 1 Stoke City

Exhibition game with New
Brunswick kicks off 2011-12

Manchester City (Tues.) 5 2
Blackburn 4 3
Chelsea 2 1

Wolves
Newcastle
Everton

“Nobody knows how good we’re going to be, including us.”

UMaine women’s basketball head coach Richard Barron
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Column

Managing roster
vital for fantasy
Keep eye on waiver wire
for bye week plays
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UM men’s basketball Black Bears try to push streak
adds youth to
to 6, travel to reeling Villanova
AEC contender

grove said. “Coming back from
16-0, that fumble was a big influence in the game.”
After an exciting come-fromVillanova is led by freshVillanova Stadium
behind victory at the University
man quarterbacks Chris Polony
of Richmond last weekend, Uniand Dustin Thomas, who went
versity of Maine foot8-20 for 61 yards
ball is primed to take
and 10-17 for 82
their 6-1 record to 1-7
yards respectively
Villanova University
against Old Doon Saturday.
minion. Freshman
It has been an
running back Auseventful ride so far
tin Medley led the
for the Black Bears,
team in rushes with
winning close games
10 for 42 yards.
in about every way
Villanova
is
imaginable, including
coming off two
going score-for-score
consecutive seaat James Madison
sons with deep
University, preventruns into the posting a fourth-quarter
season, including
comeback against the
a national chamUniversity of Rhode
pionship in 2009.
Island and executHowever, graduing their own fourthation and injuries
quarter
comeback
have hit 27th-year
against the University
head coach Andy
of Richmond.
Talley’s
team
Each win presenthard.
Cosgrove
ed a different chalknows that despite
lenge for UMaine to
this, the Wildcats
overcome, and they
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor cannot be taken
passed the test each The University of Maine football team looks to extend their winning streak to six games at
lightly.
time.
“They graduatVillanova University this Saturday.
Head coach Jack
ed 21 seniors last
Cosgrove sees this success as a headed in a positive direction is game to a 2 score game and we year, they do have good footresult of a team that has built up the fact that they make big plays were right back in it,” Cosgrove ball players playing for them,”
enough experience to deal with when it matters most.
added. “We never felt like were he said. “All the experience
the circumstances that present
“Richmond played a good out of it, but at the same time they have been building up will
themselves in close games.
game,” he said. “More credit it felt like it was possible we come out at some point, it might
“We have learned that [the needs to be given to Richmond couldn’t be back in it.”
come out this week. They do
experience] from previous criti- for the game they played — they
The upcoming game against run a different look on defense
cal situations helps you out in played great defense and had Villanova will be crucial for than we are used to. They are
the present, and this year we good special teams. We get the UMaine as they try and maintain well-coached, and like I said, all
have shown a great level of credit for finding a way to over- their top spot in the conference. their inexperience will grow and
toughness in the fourth quar- come the deficit.
Villanova is coming off a 37-14 eventually come to. We’ve had
ter,” Cosgrove said. “I’d say
“When [defensive back] loss at the hands of Old Domin- that shoe on our own foot.”
our poorest performance would Trevor [Coston] forced the ion University, which featured
Cosgrove remembered last
be the Bryant [University] and fumble [in the fourth quarter] three fumbles and one intercep- year’s game against Villanova,
[University of] Albany games it felt like a turning point in the tion by the Wildcats. Turnovers when they lost 48 to 18.
where the lead was misinter- game, and then [quarterback] are something the Black Bears
“They took us out to the back
preted as insurmountable. It’s Warren [Smith] threw the inter- will be looking at to give them shed last year,” he said. “It was a
just an indication that the team ception, and as I was talking to an advantage, as was the case in painful moment, and something
is learning how to win football him trying to figure out a way to Richmond.
you don’t want to recollect. It is
games.”
come back, the extra-point was
“We are a team that empha- still with us.”
Another reason why Cos- blocked and returned and all of sizes the turnovers, being at
UMaine plays Villanova this
grove believes his team is a sudden it turned from a 3 score plus-eight for the year,” Cos- Saturday at 3:30 p.m.

By Joe Sturzl
Staff Reporter

By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor

Toward the end of the University of Maine men’s basketball
practice on Tuesday, head coach
Ted Woodward had each player
pair up and shoot 5 straight minutes of threes, in hopes of making
the benchmark of 60.
As I tried to observe each
shooter and their motion, the
slight, recognizable “swish”
sound kept drawing my attention back to the center basket.
After making over 20 3-pointers in a row, senior guard Gerald
McLemore finished with 75.
“That’s a new record,” Wood-

File photo

The University of Maine men’s
basketball team hosts an
exhibition game against Fisher
College this Sunday at noon.

ward said. “I’ve never had that.”
McLemore finished with 50
on his second 5-minute round,
upset by not eclipsing 60. The
San Diego native and co-captain
is the obvious focal point of the
Black Bears — a team with a lot
of questions throughout the roster.
“We have a lot of new pieces,
maybe five, six, seven freshmen — it’s hard to keep count,”
McLemore said. “There are a lot
of guards, a lot of speed. [Junior
forward] Mike Allison is looking
good, as far as bigs go, and Aly
[sophomore center Alasdair Fraser] is looking good.”
While having a presence
down low will be a key element
for the Black Bears to work on,
McLemore is figuring out ways
to give himself separation to get
his lethal shot off after his 3-point
percentage took a hit last season.
“It was more the fact that teams
started keying in on the fact that
I’m a shooter,” McLemore said.
“You were on your conditioning so you [have energy] coming
off double screens and staggered
screens when you’re tired. Now
I’m picking my spots where to
shoot and it gives me more room
for my one-dribble pull-ups, and
when I get to the rack more, it
opens the three up.”
The post-game was one of
the biggest question marks coming into the season, as the Black
Bears lost their starting frontcourt
to graduation. Allison averaged
11 minutes per game, while FraSee Basketball on B5

UMaine at Villanova
Saturday
3:30 p.m.

Keeping it real
or trippin’
in the NHL
UMaine
men’s
hockey
returns
Which team’s excel, disappoint early on
to ice against Providence
Around the NHL

If a tree falls in the forest
and nobody is around, does it
make a sound?
Unfortunately, there isn’t a
hypothetical answer
or any reasoning to
that question in this
article, as
this writer
does not
like dabBy Matthew
bling
in
Soucy
philosophy.
Frankly,
the
question
doesn’t have anything to do
with hockey and it doesn’t
even make a whole lot of sense
in this column.
So why did I start this article this way?
I don’t want to reveal all
of my journalistic secrets, but
while searching for a way to
hook people into reading an
article about the contenders
and pretenders in the NHL at
this point in the season, I came
up flat.
Nearing the 10-game mark
of the season, it is time for underperforming teams to wake
up or fall into the cellar of the
NHL standings, while teams
that have played great hockey
so far need to figure out how
to maintain their momentum as
they push for a playoff berth.
Lucky for readers, I was
watching Dave Chappelle

while pondering this column,
and due to this, teams that
are doing things right to this
point are keeping it real, while
teams that need a wake up call
are trippin’.
Anyway, it’s time to look
at the top three teams that are
“keeping it real” in the NHL at
this point.
1. Pittsburgh Penguins
Pittsburgh and Washington
are interchangeable at the No.
1 spot in the “keeping it real”
section, but the Penguins take
the top spot in theory because
they have picked up the most
points in the NHL and have
done so without superstar Sidney Crosby. In addition, Evgeni Malkin has missed seven
of the last eight games due to
knee pain.
The Pens are 7-2-2 and have
the second-best goal differential in the league at plus-11,
as they have netted 33 goals
— tops in the NHL — and allowed 22.
Pittsburgh hasn’t had Crosby or Malkin, yet they lead the
NHL in goals scored — something doesn’t seem right about
that.
Tw e n t y - f o u r - y e a r - o l d
James Neal is breaking out for
the Pens and has tallied eight
goals, while Jordan Staal is
developing into a team leader
during the absence of two of
the biggest names in hockey.
If Pittsburgh is playing this
well without Malkin and CrosSee NHL on B4

By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor

After an early weekend off,
the University of Maine men’s
hockey team can’t pinpoint
where they stand in the wild
and wacky world of the Hockey
East Conference this season.
However, after a series
against HEC-unbeaten Providence College this weekend,
the Black Bears will have a
much better idea of where they
stand.
The Friars are one of the
biggest surprises in the country
early on this season, with an
upset over Boston University,
followed by a 5-2 win over the
University of Massachusetts
and a tie against national power University of MinnesotaDuluth. New head coach Nate
Leaman, who came over from
Union College, has the Friars
playing inspired hockey, which
isn’t shocking to UMaine head
coach Tim Whitehead.
“I know Nate well, so I knew
he would get things jump-started pretty quickly,” Whitehead
said. “Anytime there’s a new
coaching staff, there’s going to
be a jump in their step and that’s
the biggest thing. They seem a
little bit more alert and quicker
— they’re hungrier and excited. They got off to a good start
against BU and UMass. It’s going to be a good challenge for
us; we’ve been anxious to play
— with the weekend off — and
we’re chomping at the bit.”

because what’s most important
is how you execute your own
systems,” he added. “We’ll be
prepared for some of the things
they’re doing, but again, the
biggest emphasis is on ourselves.”
The Black Bears have seen
their own set of upperclassmen
fill the void left by graduates—
especially on the defensive
side, where three of last year’s
top-four leaders in minutes
played had to be replaced.
“I’ve been really impressed
with [junior defender] Matt
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor Mangene’s transition back to
D; he’s been fabulous,” WhiteAfter a weekend off the University of Maine men’s hockey team
head said. “[Senior defender]
returns to the ice when they host Providence College.
Ryan Hegarty is playing at a
whole new level [and has] reThe Friars have excelled as legitimate offensive players ally emerged as a complete
early on with team play, with without sacrificing the defen- player this year. [Junior de12 different players tallying sive side. We would like to see fender] Mark Nemec and [segoals this season and 16 have some guys separate themselves nior defender] Mike Cornell
assisted. Compare that to the from the pack.”
are doing a great job defensivetop-heavy Black Bears, where
For the Friars, one player ly and killing penalties and [juthe combination of senior cen- who stands out is junior de- nior defender] Nick Pryor has
ter Brian Flynn, senior forward fender Myles Harvey. Leading really separated himself as a
Spencer Abbott and junior for- Providence with three goals, legit two-way defenseman, esward Joey Diamond yielded Harvey has taken just seven pecially on the offensive side.
more of UMaine’s points, 17, shots.
He’s quarterbacking our secthan the rest of the team com“Certainly guys do emerge ond power play unit.”
bined.
in their junior and senior year.
So far this season, both the
It’s that disparity that White- It wouldn’t surprise me if it’s Black Bears and the Friars have
head is trying to eliminate from [Harvey’s] time,” Whitehead been terrific starters in games,
his team.
said. “He’s getting more ice with UMaine outscoring their
“Our goal is to develop some time this year. He’s off to a opponents 4-0 in the first period
secondary scoring because good start; I’ve seen that be- of games this season, while the
you’re not going to go too far fore in this league. They usu- Friars hold a 6-1 first-period
with just one line, especially ally emerge to become impact advantage. With the new comon the road,” he said. “We’re players.
ponents each team is still trying
working very hard to help some
“We focus on the opposiof our other forwards to emerge tion, but we don’t overdo it
See Hockey on B4

